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The 34 µm spectral region, which contains a number of important lines for
chemical detection and other civilian and military applications, has proven to be one
of the most challenging for semiconductor laser development. Recently alternative
interband semiconductor diode laser technologies that have the potential to meet
today's high power performance requirements have made groundbreaking progress.
The interband cascade laser is one of the leading candidates in that particular spec-
tral region and has recently been shown to operate continuously at room tempera-
ture, which is a signicant milestone towards the widespread commercialization of
the technology. In this work we are going to talk about the fundamental principles of
operation of the interband cascade laser, its performance characteristics, and about
the design and fabrication of an interband cascade external cavity laser that will
impact the chemical sensing and free space communications industries.
Our rst goal for this work was to successfully develop a fabrication process
for this new laser, based on a Gallium Antimonide (GaSb) material system. Based
on our established Indium Phosphide (InP) process, we ne tuned our etching,
dielectric deposition, metalization, annealing and mounting techniques in order to
successfully produce ridge interband cascade lasers. Devices were then characterized
by doing a series of length dependence experiments to determine critical physical
parameters. Parameters like slope eciency, threshold current density, internal loss,
characteristic temperature, wall plug eciency were extracted for dierent laser
designs, as part of an optimization process of the quantum well structure of our
interband cascade lasers. Lower cladding thickness, number of cascades, separate
connement heterostructure doping, heat dissipation and the connement factor Γ,
were found to be ve of the most dominant eects aecting the device performance
and high temperature operation.
Based on our extensive dielectric coating experience for the near infra red, we
were able to create new, broadband, anti reection coatings specically designed for
the mid-IR. We created a simulation platform that designs double layer dielectric
coatings. Based on the desired wavelength, spectral response, reectivity and the
modal nature of the laser's output beam, our program was able to predict coat-
ing designs, optimized for ultra low reectivity. Our designs were grown in our
e-beam evaporation facility, with very high control on the thicknesses and indices of
refraction of the coating layers, using an in situ monitoring technique.
Finally we were able to demonstrate wavelength tunability using our anti-
reection (AR) coated interband cascade lasers inside an external cavity congura-
tion. This is the rst demonstration of an interband cascade external cavity laser.
Our tunable laser also demonstrated the widest to date tuning range of 300 nm (208
cm−1).
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For a long time after the demonstration of the near infra-red double het-
erostructure laser, there were no ecient semiconductor light sources that cover
the mid (3 - 8 µm) and the far (8 µm - THz) infra-red spectral band. The rst
technology that was able to achieve ecient room temperature operation in this
part of the spectrum, was the Quantum cascade laser (QCL)[3] which is based on
intersubband[4] transitions in a staircase geometry that connects multiple active
stages in series. The most important milestone of the QCL development was room
temperature continuous wave operation, which was rst reported by Beck et al.[5].
QCLs have access to a very wide spectral region from the mid-IR to the THz region.
There are many challenges, however, on either side of the spectrum. One major
problem of the QCL was the vertical emission due to selection rule constraints[6]
imposed by their intersubband optical transitions. This problem was addressed by
Colombelly et al.[7] who built a photonic crystal surface emitting laser. This can
be very useful in THz lasers where the mode size is very small compared to the
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wavelength of the device and edge emission is small due to high facet reectivity
caused by strong diraction. To further increase the connement of long wave-
length lasers surface plasmon waveguides[8] have been introduced in order to reduce
the cladding region size. On the short wavelength side of the spectrum, QCLs are
reaching their physical limits, which are determined by the conduction band o-
set of the barrier (InAlAs) and the well material (AlInGaAs). High performance
strain compensated[9] structures have been able to emit at wavelength as short as
3.1 µm[10, 11], however room temperature CW operation has been demonstrated
at wavelength no shorter than 3.8 µm[12]. As we can see from gure 2.2, we can
further reduce the emission wavelength, and therefore increase the conduction band
oset of the barrier material, by introducing Sb[13]. The main disadvantage of QC
lasers is that they are inecient due to the intersubband nature of the light emit-
ting transition. Theoretically, QCLs should only go up to 10% wall plug eciency
(WPE) in CW operation at room temperature[14]. However, Pranalytica inc. has
recently demonstrated 8.8 % WPE CW at room temperature with 1kA/cm2 and
very high power output of 1.6 W at 4.6. µm[15]. Recent results from Northwestern
University have demonstrated a very high 18% WPE CW at room temperature at
4.65 µm[16, 17], while at cryogenic temperatures (∼40 K) a WPE > 0.5 has been
demonstrated[18]. A very high power output of 3.4 W has been demonstrated at
4.8 µm with a large 4.85 W/A slope eciency and 1.26 kA / cm2 threshold current
density and 0.62 W at 10 µm with a slope eciency and threshold current density of
2.88 W/A and 0.88 kA/cm2[19]. High CW operation temperature (>358 K) has also
been demonstrated[20], which is due in part to the high characteristic temperature
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(112 K) of this InP based material system[21].
In the meantime conventional type-I mid-IR InAs and GaSb based quantum
well lasers, shown schematically in gure 2.1 and in detail in [22, 23] have been trying
to bridge the spectral gap from the short wavelength side[24, 25, 26, 27]. The main
limiting factor for these lasers is the lack of valence band oset, which reduces the
hole connement and thus increases the threshold carrier concentration, especially
above 2.3 µm. This eect can be compensated by building heavily strained quantum
wells[26] or even introducing quinary AlInGaAsSb barriers over InGaAsSb strained
quantum wells, which provide us with an additional degree of freedom allowing for
independent control of strain and valence band oset[28]. Very high powers up to
10W CW in an array and 1 W CW near room temperature, have been observed at
2.3 µm and 2.5 µm[29, 22, 30]. CW power drops signicantly at longer wavelengths,
however light emission up to 8 µm has been demonstrated at room temperature[31].
In the mid-IR spectral region, state of the art QW lasers have been able to provide
over 300 mW CW[32] at 290 K at 3 µm with 0.1 W/A slope eciency and 100 A/cm2
threshold current density, while a much lower output power of 15 mW CW[27] at
285 K at the longer wavelength of 3.36 µm with a 0.015 W/A slope eciency and
900 A/cm2 of threshold current density. The characteristic temperature is around
83 K slightly lower than the QCLs but still high compared to the interband cascade
lasers (ICLs).
In order to get around the hole connement problem we have with the mid-
IR QW lasers, a new InAs/GaInSb material based system was proposed by R. Q.
Yang[33]. ICLs are illustrated schematically in comparison to QCLs in gure 2.4.
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ICLs have a hybrid design that combines the benets of the traditional diode lasers
and the QCLs. They feature a type-II[34] interband transition in combination with
a cascaded active region as was introduced in the QCLs. ICLs were introduced
in 1995, then the rst optically pumped RT laser was demonstrated in 1998[35],
the rst pulsed RT operation in 2002[36] and the rst CW operation at RT in
2008[37, 38]. State of the art ICLs can operate CW at RT and can emit more
than 50 mW output power[39] with a slope eciency greater than 0.16 W/A and
threshold current density as low as 400 A/cm2. ICLs have exhibited a maximum CW
operating temperature of 335 K and a maximum WPE of 2.8 % at RT while at 80 K
WPE exceeds 30 %. Although ICLs have not yet been able to demonstrate higher
eciency over their QCL counterparts there is a lot of potential for improvement
and optimization of the quantum design, due to the more ecient nature of the
interband transition. LEDs emitting at long 5-8 µm wavelengths[40], as well as IC
vertical cavity surface emitting lasers (VCSELs)[41] have also been demonstrated.
Our research goal was to study and improve laser structures that have been
provided by Maxion Inc. and build tunable laser sources. In the process of achiev-
ing that goal we have done a thorough analysis of this material system. Start-
ing from optimization of the quantum design, through length dependence analysis,
beam propagation analysis (BPM), thermal analysis, then later by designing and
implementing a new material system for ultra low reectivity anti-reection (AR)
coatings, which would also be reliable and avoid delamination due to the coating
thickness scaling with the design wavelength. Finally we designed and implemented
the rst IC tunable external cavity laser with a broad tuning range. Although there
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have been tunable light sources based on voltage induced Stark shifts[42], we were
able to achieve a large tuning range of 300 nm, which is almost 9% of the emis-
sion wavelength and which has enormous military as well as commercial application
potential. Applications include local and remote chemical sensing, free-space op-
tical communications, IR countermeasures, and IR lidars. For most applications,
lasers are required that can operate under CW conditions at ambient tempera-
tures or at temperatures accessible to thermoelectric coolers (T > ∼ 240 K). Access
to the mid-IR permits targeting of strong coupling to the fundamental rotational-
vibrational modes of molecules like CH4, N2O, CO2, CO, NO, H2O, NH3, C2H4,
COS, SO2, C2H5OH and C2HO each of which can have signicant application in
medicine (e.g.: NH3 or 13CO2 breath tests for gastric disease[43], CO/CO2 ratios to
monitor neonatal jaundice, asthma, and lung capacity), to industry (e.g.: H2O trace
gas monitoring in semiconductor chip manufacturing for moisture control, detection
of C2H2 as trace contaminant of C2H4 reagent gas in polyethylene production[44],
CO/CO2 ratios as a measure of combustion eciency in furnaces and reactors),
and to the environment (e.g.: automobile exhaust gas monitoring and other aspects
of atmospheric sensing, ambient trace NH3 gas concentrations in agriculture or in
industrial leakages [45, 46, 47, 48]). This strong coupling can provide orders of mag-
nitude more sensitive absorption spectroscopy compared to its near-IR vibrational
overtones according to the high resolution transmission and molecular absorption
(HITRAN) database[49]. This allows trace gas detection using traditional [50] as
well as novel spectroscopic techniques[51].
In Chapter 2 we present an introduction to this new technology, explaining
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its operating principles and key eects aecting the design, fabrication as well as
the performance of those Lasers. In Chapter 3 we discuss about device fabrication
and present a set of numerical simulations and characterization experiments which
helped us narrow down the critical device parameters and their values in order to
obtain higher power and room temperature operation lasers. Chapter 4 presents a
detailed analysis of multilayered AR coatings, implementation of a plane wave de-
composition method for the highly diracting laser mode, design and development
of low reectivity double layered coatings for the mid-IR. In Chapter 5 the imple-
mentation of the broad tunability external cavity laser is presented. In Chapter 6
we conclude with summarizing remarks and suggested future work. Appendix D
has a list of our published work, while details on processing, coating reectivity





During the past decade there has been tremendous progress in the eld of
band structure engineering. It all started when Shockley, Gubanov and Kroemer
began studying heterojunctions to be used in bipolar transistors as well as wide gap
emitters back in the 1950s. Since then heterojunctions have been dominant in mak-
ing photonic devices through relaxation of an excited electronic state. Figure 2.1
displays some of the early heterojunction devices. Starting from the top left corner
we have the double heterostructure (DH), probably the second simplest photonic
device (after the p-n homojunctions), where a narrow bandgap material is sand-
wiched between a wider bandgap material. The narrow bandgap region is called
active region simply because the electronic transition occurs there. The outer, wide
bandgap region is called cladding region. The cladding region is typically doped





























Figure 2.1: Traditional laser types
the device. In our work we did not focus on optically pumped devices, so electri-
cally driven devices are always implied. Under bias, electrons and holes are driven
from opposite directions into the active region. Due to the DH conduction and va-
lence band oset, carriers are trapped within the typically undoped active region,
where they linger for a time τ (lifetime) until they recombine. When the carriers











In the case of the DH structure, the emitted wavelength is determined by
the material bandgap. This does not provide us with exibility in terms of precise
wavelength tailoring, thus quantum well structures were created. At the top right
of gure 2.1, a separate connement heterostructure (SCH) single quantum well
(SQW) is depicted. The quantized levels of the well allow us to design an emission
wavelength depending on the thickness of the well. The SCH region serves the
purpose of capturing carriers. Since the quantum well is very narrow, without a
SCH region most of the carriers would either recombine outside the active region
or reach the metal contact before they get the chance to do so. Containing carriers
with a SCH region allows us to increase the active region carrier density N which
determines the optical gain of our device as we will discuss shortly. The SCH and
cladding region also play an additional important role in photonic devices. Typically
the index of refraction depends inversely on the bandgap of the semiconductor.
Therefore if a higher bandgap is used on the outside of a lower badgap region,
waveguiding of light in the lower bandgap material takes place. To further improve
the gain of a quantum well device the SCH can be modied by adding more quantum
wells as shown in the lower part of the gure.
2.2 Material selection
When it comes to selecting which material system will be used for a desired
band structure, there are three main parameters that we need to consider and that

































































Direct band gap (D)
Energy Gap and Lattice Constants
Figure 2.2: Bandgap and latice constant of popular semiconductors.[1]
• Band gap (Figure 2.2)
• Band oset (work function, electron anity) (Figure 2.3)
• Lattice constant (Figure 2.2)
Regarding the lattice constant, when we have growth of an epitaxial structure,
the grown lms follow the lattice constant of the substrate. Therefore a lm with
larger lattice constant than its substrate will be grown under compressive stress
while a lm with smaller lattice constant will grow under tensile stress. Stress not
only has an eect on the bandstructure of the material[52], but it also limits our
material selection since heavy stress leads to dislocations which destroy the crystal




























Valence and conduction band edge
Figure 2.3: Conduction and valence band oset.[2]
are grown with less than 5% stress, since lm stress is inversely proportional[53]
to the maximum lm thickness (critical thickness) that can be grown without
dislocations. One of the most studied material systems is GaAs/AlAs. Among its
most important properties is the fact that a replacement of the Ga atom with the Al
atom in the crystal structure has a very small eect on the lattice constant, which
results in easy lm growths with a very small defect density. In any other case
where diering lattice constant materials are grown, stress has to be compensated
by additional lms of opposing stress. Information on the lattice constant and the
band gap energy of important semiconductors are illustrated in gure 2.2. It can
be seen that AlGaAs ternary devices can be designed to operate in the region of
0.5-0.8 µm wavelength region since they are lattice matched to GaAs substrates.
Likewise InGaAsP quaternary devices can operate in the region of 0.9-1.8 µm since
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these devices can be lattice matched to InP substrates. InP lasers have extensive
application in ber optic communications, since optical bers have little absorption
in the 1.3 and 1.55 µm wavelength range. Erbium doped ber ampliers also operate
at 1.55 µm. InP lasers can also be used as pumps for optical ampliers. GaAs lasers
are used in data communications and CDs.
Another candidate material system that satises the lattice constant require-
ment is the InAs/ GaSb/AlSb[54] system. Other than the fact that InAs is a narrow
bandgap material, there is something else that makes this system interesting. Figure
2.3 is similar to gure 2.2 but instead it shows the valence (VB) and conduction
band (CB) oset with respect to Au. By looking at this gure one might realize
that the CB edge of InAs is below the VB edge of GaSb. Additionally AlSb has
a large CB oset compared to InAs, as much as 2eV according to Meyer et al.[55].
Those properties lead to two important conclusions, rst InAs metal contacts do not
form Schottky barriers with Au, allowing good ohmic behavior and second a new
family of exotic structures can be created. This led Yang and Meyer et al.[33, 56]
to create the interband cascade (IC) laser, a close relative to the quantum cascade
laser (QCL) that was introduced by Faist et al.[3]. The dierence between the two
is that the QC lasers are intersubband lasers, therefore the electronic transition of
interest is between two subbands of the same band (typically of the CB). Whereas
the interband cascade laser involves type-II transitions between the CB and the
VB. This is shown in gure 2.4. Type-II refers to the spatial diagonal nature of
the transition. Although diagonal, type-II transition is direct in momentum space
and therefore does not require phonon interaction. Although counterintuitive at
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rst sight, we have to keep in mind that these transitions involve quantum states of
quantum wells that have their wavefunctions extending into neighboring materials
allowing interaction between the CB and VB states. The large band oset we men-
tioned earlier allows the creation of type-II transitions with energy separation less
than the bandgap of InAs. This enables access to the mid-IR and far-IR part of the
spectrum through very ecient processes. In the following sections we will study
the principles of operation of those lasers.
2.3 Introduction to quantum and interband cascade
lasers
Figure 2.4 shows a qualitative sketch of the distinguishing characteristics of
each laser type.
2.3.1 Quantum cascade laser
We are rst going to examine the quantum cascade laser illustrated in gure
2.4b. The quantum cascade laser was invented in 1994 by Faist et al.[3, 57] and A.
Y. Cho, who is also the inventor of molecular beam epitaxy. The QCL is a unipolar
device, the carrier transport is conducted in the conduction band of the structure.
That simplies the design considerations and minimizes a variety of non radiative
eects that have to be taken into account when designing ICLs, such as interband
Auger recombination. The QCL core is comprised of the injection region and the
13

























a) Interband Cascade laser
b) Quantum Cascade laser
Figure 2.4: Comparison of interband cascade lasers and quantum cascade lasers.
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active region.
The injection region is a chirped resonant tunneling structure whose purpose
is, under the proper bias, to energize the electrons before they tunnel to the active
region where they radiatively relax. The injection region is based on the InAlAs,
InGaAs system, which is matched to InP and provides large conduction band oset
as shown in gures 2.2 and 2.3. Large CB oset is necessary for conning the carriers
and preventing hot electrons overcoming the InAlAs barrier into a band continuum,
which would result in carrier leakage.
The active region is comprised of a multiple quantum well structure (four wells
in this case). The rst well next to the injection region is very narrow. That leads
to a high energy eigenstate, which overlaps the wavefunctions on the injection re-
gion side, enabling ecient tunneling of carriers, and also the wavefunctions on the
active region side are more localized in the three remaining right wells. The illus-
trated active region has one high energy eigenstate and three low energy eigenstates.
Electrons tunneling from the injection region have a lifetime of τ = 4.3 ps before
they can non-radiatively relax to the lower states through fast phonon scattering[58].
Therefore, we have to compete with this very fast non-radiative process if we want
to achieve population inversion. The three lower states serve as a miniband for a
bound to continuum transition[59]. In order to reduce the lifetime of the lower state,
a double phonon resonance[60] was introduced. The three wide wells of the active
region, are designed such that the three lower energy states are separated by one
LO phonon each. We have two LO phonon transitions, thus a double phonon reso-
nance. Originally QCLs were designed with three active region wells instead of four.
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However, double phonon resonance in the four well design permits the reduction of
the lower state lifetime to 0.2 ps, which is necessary for more ecient lasing.
The minigap region in the illustration indicates that the injection region, which
follows the active region, is designed so that there are no energy levels close to or
aligning with the upper lasing state. This prevents the electrons from tunneling
out of the active region before they can relax to the lower states. Finally the term
cascade stands for the fact that the depicted structure gets repeated over and over
again so that each electron that gets injected to the active region, can get injected
to the active region of the next cascade allowing the possibility of multiple photon
emission per electron, which could lead to quantum eciencies1 larger than 100%.
The number of cascades could be as small as one and as high as 50 or even more.
Even though there has been tremendous progress in QCL development achiev-
ing pulsed and continuous wave (CW) operation all the way up to room temperature
[61, 62, 63, 64, 5], QCLs are inherently very inecient, mainly because of the fast
phonon scattering processes. State of the art high power QCLs with low thresh-
old current densities[20, 65] are still around 0.57 kA/cm2 for pulsed mode and 0.81
kA/cm2 for CW operation, remaining higher than the 0.4 kA/cm2 threshold current
density for the state of the art ICLs[39].
2.3.2 Interband cascade lasers
In this section we are going to explain in detail the operating principles of
interband cascade lasers. As we mentioned earlier, ICLs were introduced by Yang
1the ratio of generated photons over injected electrons
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and Meyer et al.[33, 56] and they share many of the fundamental operating princi-
ples of QCLs. First and foremost they are both cascade lasers. That means that
each electron can produce more than one photon by going through cascaded active
regions. Quantum eciencies of more than 600% have been demonstrated[66] as a
result of this. The number of cascades can be as small as one and as big as desired,
typically though it is smaller than 20. It seems that high power operation does not
depend proportionally to the number of cascades since thermal eects play a very
signicant role due to the poor thermal conductivity[67] of the IC laser material
in contrast to the QC laser material. If we break down the core of the ICL into
individual cascades, we get what is illustrated in gure 2.4a. This illustration shows
a single cascade of an ICL, which is comprised of an injection region, just like the
QCLs, and an active region, which is based on interband transitions rather than
intersubband transitions.
Once again the injection region plays the role of gradually increasing the energy
of the electrons before they get injected into the active region. Here the material
system we use needs to be lattice matched to GaSb. Therefore the large band oset
is achieved by using InAs for the well and AlSb for the barrier.
The active region has a double quantum well made of InAs, which denes the
upper energy level of the radiative transition. In between the two quantum wells
a GaInSb layer is inserted for the hole states. As we mentioned the transition is
spatially diagonal and is called a type-II transition, although it is a direct transition
in momentum space. Due to the shape of the electron and hole quantum wells
this structure is called a W structure. Originally in the rst demonstration of
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ICLs[34, 68, 69], only one quantum well was used. In an attempt to improve the
overlap of the electron wavefunction with the hole wavefunction, the W structure
was introduced.
Once the electrons get injected into the active region they relax to the GaInSb
lower energy level where they tunnel out to the next injection region. The main
advantage of the interband cascade lasers is that the in-plane bands have opposite
curvature, circumventing the fast phonon scattering, which is a major performance
issue in QCLs. In ICLs the upper lifetime is in the order of τ =1 ns. Here the dom-
inant non radiative loss is due to Auger recombination, which we will be analyzed
in more detail in the following section. Non radiative recombination due to phonon
scattering is not signicant and is therefore not accounted for.
Right after the double quantum well region we have another GaInSb region.
The purpose of this layer is to prevent carriers in the top lasing level from tunneling
out of the active region before they relax. The thicker the GaInSb layer, the less
probable that hot electron tunneling would occur. The same GaInSb layers create
hole states that align energetically with the hole lower lasing states in order to
enhance tunneling of the relaxed carriers to the next injection region. In this case
phonon or double phonon resonance is not important since the lower lasing state
has already a comparatively very low lifetime compared to the upper lasing state.
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2.4 Stress, non radiative loss mechanisms, modula-
tion doping, digital alloying
2.4.1 Stress
In the previous section we highlighted the material selection constraints when
growing dislocation free lattice matched structures. Both QCLs and ICLs incorpo-
rate structures that have a slight lattice mismatch compared to the substrate.
In the GaSb based ICLs for example the quantum well material is InAs. InAs
has a smaller lattice constant than its GaSb substrate lattice constant. Therefore
InAs will grow under tensile strain on GaSb. Likewise the AlSb wall of the quan-
tum well has a larger lattice constant than GaSb, therefore AlSb will grow under
compressive strain. The same holds for the GaInSb hole layer. QCL and ICL man-
ufacturing requires lengthy MBE cycles resulting in devices that have hundreds or
thousands of dierent layers a few tens of Å thick each, resulting in structures that
are a few microns thick. But how can we grow such thick structures under stress
without dislocations? The answer is stress compensation. When the laser structure
is designed, the thickness of each layer is not only determined by its quantum me-
chanical properties. The cumulative stress of all layers should amount to zero and
each layer should not have a greater thickness than its critical value. The additional
degree of freedom that we need in order to accommodate both of those constraints
is obtained by tailoring the band structure or by adjusting the alloy composition.
Stress however is not always undesirable. It can be used to reduce the eects
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Figure 2.5: Strain eects on the band structure
of Auger recombination as discussed in section 2.4.4. Figure 2.5 illustrates those
eects. Γ represents the center of the Brillouin zone of the semiconductor crystal,
while k|| and k⊥ correspond to the direction parallel and perpendicular to the growth
plane.
Under no strain, we can see the three Kane2 energy band structure where
the conduction band (CB) is separated by an energy gap Eg from valence band,
whose triple degeneracy is lifted by a spin-orbit3 (SO) splitting from the heavy hole
(HH) and the light hole (LH) bands. The HH and LH bands are named from the
hole eective mass at the origin of the Brillouin zone Γ. Bands near Γ can be
approximated by a parabolic band structure, which in essence treats carriers as free
particles with an eective mass meff and kinetic energy given by:
2The Kane model is a framework of the k·p perturbation theory for band structure calculation









It is obvious that the larger meff is, the smaller the curvature of the band becomes.
When we apply tensile strain on our grown lm the energy gap tends to de-
crease while it also separates the LH and the HH band. From gure 2.5 we can
see that the LH band gets closer to the CB while the meff along the epi plane is
increasing for the LH and decreasing for the HH. The opposite is observed when we
introduce compressive strain. The gap increases and the HH band moves up as the
LH band moves down.
Figure 2.6 shows the eects of stress on the quantum well states of the ICL
W-well. For the hole states, from gure 2.3 we see that the valence band edge for
GaInSb remains fairly constant for various Ga1−xInx concentrations. The number
x, however, will determine the crystal lattice and therefore the amount of compres-
sive stress of GaInSb. That stress will determine the actual band edge for the bulk
material, as a result of stress induced band shifting and splitting of the HH and LH
bands. In this case the HH band, thus the H1 quantum state, will move upwards
in gure 2.6, closer to the upper energy state than the LH band and thus the L1
quantum state. This band splitting not only aects the Auger recombination[70],
but can also help reduce intervalence band absorption[71], which refers to transi-
tions between the HH, LH and SO bands leading to light absorption. Compressive
stress on GaInSb could also help extending the hole wavefunction into potential en-

















Figure 2.6: Eects of stress on the quantum levels of the interband cascade lasers.
tunneling out of the active region to the injection region, reducing the lower state
lifetime. The E1A (antisymmetric) and E1S (symmetric) energy doublet, is due
to the double InAs quantum well. Both states have similar energy, with the E1S
slightly lower due to its smaller spatial frequency. E1S also has a longer decay length
into the forbidden hole region increasing the electron-hole wavefunction overlap. So
our dominant radiative transition should be E1S → H1. Since the strain eects on
the conduction band are much less signicant, we are not going to talk about the
tensile eects on the conduction band of InAs.
The dominant HH radiative transition is also responsible for the polarization
of the radiated light. For ICLs the band GaInSb bandstructure favors the HH
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transition which generates TE polarized light output. In the case of QCLs, the
optical selection rules demand the electric eld to be parallel to the epi growth
direction, therefore the output light is TM polarized. As a result of that, although
both devices can operate as edge emitters, for QCLs its more challenging to create
vertical cavity emitters, because for light to come out verticaly, the electric eld
needs to be parallel to the growth plane.
2.4.2 Random and digital alloying
ICLs and QCLs are extremely complex quantum structures with a very large
number of interfaces. Those interfaces can create scattering centers and interfacial
states (Shockley-Read-Hall process, SRH) that reduce the quantum eciency of the
laser. That is why absolute control of the interface quality[72] is crucial and research
on the eect of the interface bond type (IBT)[73, 74] is still ongoing. For example
in the InAs/AlSb system there are two types of interface bonds, one is InSb and
the other is AlAs. Due to the length dierence of the In-Sb and the Al-As bond,
there tends to be interfacial stress linked to the IBT. That can cause stress induced
state split o and aect device performance. Obtaining control over the IBT, led to
lm growth using the technique of digital alloying. In contrast to random alloying
where the alloying composition is determined by the eusion cells' uxes, the alloy
composition in digital growth is determined by the duty cycle of the alternating
cells. Digital alloying has proved to yield growths with very high structural and
optical quality evident from X-ray diraction (XRD) and photoluminescence (PL)
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data[75] and it allows better IBT control.
2.4.3 Modulation doping
To further improve the lm quality, modulation doping was introduced. For
the case of both quantum and interband cascade lasers, in particular for the InAs/AlSb
system, we have seen that there is a very large band oset. Therefore even if there
is a deep donor level on the AlSb layer, carriers will immediately drain to the InAs
well, until a balance occurs produced by the charge induced electric eld. Modula-
tion doping is a preferred doping method since the spatial separation of the ionized
impurities from the electrons leads to reduced impurity scattering. That further
results in enhanced mobilities in comparison to bulk-doped wells.
2.4.4 Non-radiative Auger recombination
The three principal recombination mechanisms in semiconductors by which
thermodynamic equilibrium is established are the Schockley-Read-Hall (SRH) re-
combination, radiative recombination and Auger recombination as shown in gure
2.7. In this section we are going to analyze in more detail the Auger recombination
process shown in 2.7c.
The rst important remark is that the Auger recombination is a three body
eect. One electron carrier has to recombine with a hole carrier while the generated
energy is absorbed by a third carrier. In the case of intrinsic semiconductors where






Figure 2.7: Main electronic processes in semiconductors
rate is proportional to the cube of the carrier's density:
R = Cn3 (2.4)
where C is the Auger coecient. There are three dominant Auger mechanisms as
illustrated in gure 2.8:
• CHCC (conduction band - heavy hole, conduction band - conduction band)
• CHSH (conduction band - heavy hole, split o band - heavy hole)
• CHLH (conduction band - heavy hole, light hole - heavy hole)
The allowed processes are dictated by the fundamental laws of conservation of energy
and momentum. In the case of gure 2.8, the energy is depicted on the y-axis and the







Figure 2.8: Important Auger mechanisms
two vectors, each representing an electronic process, to have the same amplitude
and opposite direction. Due to Fermi's exclusion principle, for every transition
there needs to be an empty state in each corresponding band. Since most empty
states are in the valence band egde, most transitions end up in the heavy hole
band. By applying strain in our lm and combining the eects illustrated in gures
2.8 and 2.5 we can favor certain processes depending on the band gap, the band
splitting and meff change. Although there are still uncertainties in the IC band
parameters[55], band structures calculated using the k·p method predict that ICLs
avoid direct intervalence resonances with the energy gap leading to reduced Auger
rates. Recent studies have shown that a change in strain by varying the Ga1−xInxSb
composition of the hole region, has shown little eect on the Auger coecient C[76]
which is smaller than anticipated in earlier experiments[35], potentially due to the
early lower structural quality inducing defect and interface roughness assisted Auger
processes[76]. C for ICLs near the 3.5 µm emission wavelength ranges at 3.5 · 10−28
cm−6/s. Assuming a Boltzmann distribution of carriers, the Auger recombination
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factor C for the HH band in a quantum well structure can be shown to have an
exponential dependence on temperature:
C(T ) = C0 exp(Ea/kT ) (2.5)
Also assuming a band shift ∆s due to stress, this will add an additional exponential
factor to the Auger rate of exp(∆s/kT ) due to the band occupancy change.
2.5 Fundamental device characterization theory
The focus of this section will be on chip characterization, and parameter ex-
traction of semiconductor lasers. The study of photon generation requires the sep-
arate consideration of the photon concentration Np and the electric carrier concen-
tration N . N and Np are correlated through a pair of coupled equations, which
individually represent the electronic characteristics, like carrier recombination, and
the photonic properties, like modal loss.
2.5.1 Carrier rate equations
In order to calculate the charge carrier concentration N , we need to know
their generation rate Ggen and their recombination rate Rrec. The generation rate






I/qV is the injected carrier concentration. In reality only a fraction ηi of the current
I manages to get injected into the active region. ηi is called the internal quantum
eciency. Note that ηi is not related to other loss mechanisms like non-radiative
recombination or optical loss, all of these eects happen later, after the carriers have
been injected.
The recombination rate of the charge carriers can be broken into four parts,
• Rsp (Spontaneous emission)
• Rst (Stimulated recombination)
• Rl (Carrier leakage rate)
• Rnr (Non-radiative recombination)
The non-radiative recombination Rnr refers to non radiative transitions like Auger
and SRH, while Rl refers to leaking carriers like the ones overcoming the AlSb
barrier. Rsp refers to colliding carriers that radiatively recombine, it is a two body
interaction and is proportional to both carrier densities. For intrinsic semiconductors
Rsp v BN2 (since n = p). For Rnr + Rl ∼ (AN + CN3) since, as we already
mentioned Auger is a three body interaction, while other eects described by those
two parameters are predominantly single, like hot electrons overcoming the injection
region barrier, and three body interactions. Rst is proportional to the photon density
Np instead, but is also proportional to material gain which can be approximated by
g ≈ a(N − Ntr) under small signal conditions. Ntr is called transparency carrier
density and represents the carrier concentration under which the material has no
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gain, so light can travel through the material without being absorbed. Summing up
all recombination components will give us:
Rrec = Rsp +Rnr +Rl +Rst = (AN + CN




where τ is the carrier lifetime and depends on the carrier concentration N ,
1
τ
= (A+ CN2) +BN (2.8)










At steady state dN
dt
= 0, and below threshold Rst = 0. From equation 2.9 we see
that the injection current is proportional to the carrier density at steady state. At







2.5.2 Photon rate equations
As we increase the injection current, N gets larger. First it reaches its trans-
parency value Ntr and then if we further increase the injection current it is going to
reach its threshold value. The transparency carrier density Ntr is smaller than the










Figure 2.9: Generic laser cavity cross section
overcome additional modal loses ai and mirror loses am. Modal losses are related to
now optical losses rather than carrier losses, like waveguide light scattering and free
carrier absorption. Mirror losses in the case of semiconductor lasers, refer to the
Fresnel reection of the cleaved facet of the laser waveguide. The index contrast of
the interface allows only part of the incident light to escape. Although am is called
a mirror loss, it is merely so since it is related to the output power of the laser which
escapes the cavity, that is the useful output power.
As light is traveling in the waveguide, the photon concentration increases pro-
portionally to the gain coecient g and the photon concentration value Np:
dNp = gNpdz ⇒ Np +∆Np = Npeg∆z (2.11)
Figure (2.9) represents the optical cavity of our semiconductor laser. If r1 and
r2 represent the eld reection coecients at the facets, ai represents the internal








)2Le−iβ2L = 1 (2.12)
where gth is the gain g at threshold and Γ is called the connement factor. Equation
(2.12) states that at threshold the electric eld needs to maintain its amplitude
after one full round trip of length 2L. In order for that to happen we also need to
have constructive interference in the cavity, therefore e−iβ2L = 1 ⇒ β = nπ/L has
to be satised. The last condition denes the Fabry Perot oscillation modes of the
optical cavity. The reason why we use the factor 2 in gth/2 and ai/2 is because those
parameters are dened for the eld intensity which is the square of the electric eld.
From the real part of (2.12) we get:

















where R = r1r2 and is bare facet reectivity if both facets are uncoated and r1 = r2.
We dene the factor am = ln(1/R)/L as the mirror loss. We can then write:




where τp is the photon decay lifetime and υp is the group velocity of light in the
waveguide. In the last equation the internal and mirror loss parameters ai and am
aect the whole mode. The gth parameter, however, only applies on the part of the
mode that overlaps the active region where light is being generated. In order to
treat the mode as a whole we introduce the connement factor Γ which is the ratio
of the mode overlap with the active region.
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From equation (2.11) we can derive an expression for Rst appearing in equation
(2.9).











= Rst = υpgNp (2.15)
Above threshold the carrier density gets clamped at its threshold value. In order to
explain this we have to analyze the transient behavior of the gain medium before it
reaches steady state. The moment we go above threshold, there is an instantaneous
increase of the carrier density N . According to the small signal approximation, near
threshold g is proportional to the carrier density N . This instantaneously increases
the number of emitted photons Np according to (2.11) which will in turn increase
Rst and cancel the carrier increase from equation(2.9). This eect results in a carrier
density steady state value of Nth even above threshold. If we combine (2.9), (2.10)












We earlier dened the mirror loss am in a way such that E0amdz is the light we lose
due to partially reecting facets averaged over a full round trip of the light. E0 is
the optical power conned in the optical cavity E0 = NphvVp. For the power output
we get P0 = E0amdzdt :
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P0 = υpamNphvVp (2.18)
where Vp is the volume of the optical cavity. V is dierent than Vp because it refers
to the volume of the active region where we have optical gain. For the case depicted


















(I − Ith) (2.21)







These last four equations are very important when it comes to laser performance
characterization. Note that P0 refers to the total output power, therefore, if we want
to refer to a single, uncoated facet output, we have to multiply P0 by a factor of 2.
The parameter ηd is called the dierential quantum eciency. As we can see from
the last equation, it refers to the ratio of photons (dP0/hv) being produced over the
extra carriers being injected above threshold (dI/q).
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2.5.3 Basic characterization experiments
Among the most important characterization measurements we can perform
on a device are the current, voltage, light output (I-V-L) measurements. Those
measurements can help us determine important parameters such as the threshold
current Ith, the slope eciency dP0/dI, the turn on voltage, the dierential resistance
Rd, the wall plug eciency (WPE), etc. The analysis that follows allows us to
extract additional parameters based on the I-V-L plots by measuring devices of
dierent lengths.
2.5.3.1 Length dependence of the slope eciency
As we can see from equation (2.13) am is a length dependent parameter. Ob-
viously the mirror loss is only determined by the cleaved facet reectivity. In the
way am is dened, as an exponent factor of the electric eld, its eect decreases at





















This equation states that the left hand side factor, which is inversely proportional
to the slope eciency dP0/dI, is a linear function of the device length. All other
parameters like ηi or ai do not depend on length, and R can be evaluated by knowing
the eective index of the waveguide. We mentioned earlier that ηi is the ratio of the
electric charge to the total charge that gets injected as carriers in the active region.
ai is the internal optical loss, which mostly depend on the device quantum structure,
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but might increase due to waveguide sidewall eects like scattering. For that reason,
the sidewall has to be very smooth. Narrow ridge devices tend to have higher value
of ai, therefore, for consistent and meaningful estimation of ai and to avoid sidewall
eects, the length dependent measurements are typically performed on broad area
laser devices. The best sidewall quality of a ridge device is obtained by anisotropic
wet chemical etching, however for our ICLs we have employed an isotropic etching
step instead due to the lack of an anisotropic process for this material system.
By measuring the slope eciency dP0/dt of multiple devices at various lengths,









After calculating ηi, we can calculate ai assuming R is known. Those two parameters
are characteristic of each grown sample and ridge design and provide guidance in
optimizing the quantum design of our laser.
2.5.3.2 Length dependence of the thrershold current density Jth
Another important parametric analysis method is the length dependence of
the threshold current density Jth. Starting from g ≈ a(N − Ntr) and equations
(2.10)(2.13) we get:
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This equation[77] shows the linear dependence of the threshold current density Jth
over the inverse of the length. Assuming that ntr is small compared to ai/Γdg/dn,
we can extract ai from a linear t to the length dependent measurements. This
will provide a feedback to our earlier measurement of ai mentioned in the previous
section. Note that in the last equation we use n to represent the carrier density.
Although N has units of cm−3, n has units of cm−2 instead.
2.5.3.3 Dependence of laser parameters on number of cascades
From the two techniques we just mentioned and by measuring the above
threshold slope eciency dP0/dI and the threshold current density Jth at various
cavity lengths, we are able to extract the following key parameters:
• ai (internal loss)
• ηi (internal quantum eciency)
• ηd (dierential quantum eciency)
• am (mirror loss)
• Γ (connement factor)
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How do those parameters depend on the number of cascades? We attributed the
internal loss ai to intervalence band absorption, free electron absorption and sidewall
scattering. Assuming that the sidewall eect is negligible, we can claim that ai is
proportional to the number of cascades. ηi has to do with the injection eciency
of carriers to the active region, therefore the number of cascades should not be
aected by that number. The dierential quantum eciency ηd is the ratio of
emitted photons over injected carriers, so this number should also be proportional
to the number of cascades. The mirror loss only has to do with the reectivity of
the cleaved device facet. In order to calculate the connement factor, we rst need
to calculate the optical mode inside the waveguide. Then we divide the amount of
modal power overlapping the active region over the whole power. In cascade lasers
the active region is divided into many stages with interjecting injection regions.
Since the gain only depends on the carrier density at the InAs, GaInSb transition
layers, we take the spacing between the two InAs quantum wells as the size of the
active region. Then Γ is given by the ratio of the total width of all the active regions
in the dierent cascades to the total width of the mode.
2.5.3.4 Temperature dependence of threshold current
Equation (2.10) gives the threshold current dependence on the threshold carrier
density Nth and the carrier lifetime τ . According to that, Nth and τ should dictate










As we discussed in (2.5) assuming Boltzmann carrier statistics, the carrier density as
well as the Auger parameter C will have an exponential dependence on temperature.
Equation (2.26) can therefore be simplied in the following form:
Ith = I0e
T/T0 (2.27)
T0 is called the characteristic temperature of the laser and the higher its value, the
better and the higher the operating temperature of the device. Typical characteristic





In this chapter we are going to analyze in more detail and characterize the
behavior of our lasers, evaluate critical performance parameters that will allow us
to improve the temperature behavior of our devices. Our epi-layers were grown
by Maxion Technologies Corporation. After device fabrication in our cleanroom
facility, we coat, mount and test our lasers. After a long optimization process we
have established our fabrication procedure, which we will elaborate in the following
section. For testing our laser to below dew point temperatures (<∼12◦C) we created






































Figure 3.1: Device fabrication process steps.
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3.2 Device fabrication
Our starting point is the epi grown GaSb wafer. Our goal is to fabricate a
ridge waveguide laser. The process we follow is summarized right below:
• Wafer Cleaning.
• Photolithography of the ridge waveguide using wet etching.
• PECVD of dielectric.
• Dielectric opening patterning and dry etching using RIE.
• Epi side metal contact e-beam evaporation and patterning through lifto pro-
cess.
• Backside lapping and polishing.
• Backside metal e-beam evaporation
• Cleaving and dicing
Then depending on what our application goal is, we can:
• AR (anti-reection), HR (high-reectivity) coat the facets of our device
• Mount the device epi side up or epi side down on a submount
• Perform wire bonding
• Finally optical alignment for characterization or other practical uses like build-
ing an external cavity laser.







































a = 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4 mm
2a
3a
Straight Single angled facet S-bend Double angled
Figure 3.2: Mask Schematic
3.2.1 Fabrication details
The process parameters for each step are discussed here. Detailed process
instructions can also be found in appendix B. For the wafer cleaning we rst go
through a typical solvent cycle, which includes three 30 s individual rinses with
acetone, methanol and isopropanol. Then we bake at 120 ◦C for 10 mins to get rid
of all humidity that has potentially impregnated the surface. Finally in order to
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make sure that we have no organic residue on the surface we add an extra 100 mW
oxygen plasma cleaning cycle at 400 mTorr for 15 secs.
The clean wafers are immediately put on the spinner for Hexamethyldisilazane
(HMDS) adhesion promoter and photoresist application. Although HMDS is rec-
ommended for use on dielectrics, we have found its use critical for high smoothness
sidewalls especially in isotropic wet etching processes. For the etching process we
use a solution based on Tartaric acid (C4H6O6), Phosphoric acid (H3PO4) Hydrogen
peroxide (H2O2) and deionized water (DI) (H2O) at a ratio of 5 gr : 30 ml : 30 ml
: 90 ml. This is an isotropic etchant for GaSb, but due to the varying etching rate
of the dierent materials of the complex superlattice structure, we observe some
undercutting along the sidewall as shown in gure 3.4. For the photolithographic
process we used the MicroChemicals AZ5214E photoresist which produces a 1.4 µm
thick coating when applied at 4000 rpm. The mask design is illustrated in gure
3.2. The mask was made in such a way so that we can test a variety of design
parameters with one processing run, minimizing the expense of precious epi grown
laser material. Not depicted in the gure, the mask also featured a few straight
broad area lasers as well as tapered waveguides. The various design parameters are
summarized right below.
• Device length (a = 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4 mm)
• Ridge width (w = 12, 15, 18, 21, 24 µm)1
1Please note that this is not the actual ridge width. The isotropic etching process results in
severe undercutting which results to a 7 µm total width reduction for a 3.5µm etch depth.
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• Facet angle (ϑ = 0◦, 7◦, 7.5◦, 8◦, 8.5◦, 9◦, 9.5◦)
• Device type (Straight, single angled facet, S-bend, double angled, broad area,
tapered waveguide)
In the mask we have allowed for various type of devices like double angled facet
devices for making semiconductor optical ampliers (SOA's), but in this study we
will primarily study straight waveguides.
After the ridge denition, we deposit 3000 Å of silicon nitride (Si3N4) using
plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). Originally we tried to use
spin-on as well as e-beam deposited dielectrics, but we ran into coverage problems,
especially in the case of spin-on dielectrics, due to the fact that the ridge trench
is very deep, resulting in the case of the double trench waveguide, illustrated in
g.3.4, in poor conformal coverage and carrier leakage out of the ridge. The e-beam
dielectric resulted in very low quality dielectric layer with poor adhesion that aked
sometimes even during the fabrication process. The PECVD Si3N4 layer provides a
very good quality layer, uniform and most importantly conformal, even when there
is an undercut as shown in the SEM close-up in gure 3.4.
After the PECVD process, we use photolithography to dene the dielectric
opening. The dielectric opening is shown in gure 3.4.a. It forces carriers to ow
through the ridge. The dielectric etching of the opening is performed using direc-
tional SF6 based reactive ion etching (RIE) process. SF6 etches Si3N4 and attacks
slightly the photoresist. For that purpose, especially in trenches deeper than 3.5





Standard development Image reversal
Overhang
Image reversal
Figure 3.3: Illustration of the image reversal developing process.
the edges of the trench, opposite from the ridge sidewall, and could result in carrier
leakage. For that purpose we use the SPR-220 7µm photoresist spun at 6000 rpm
creating a lm thickness of about 5 µm.
After the dielectric opening we dene the metal contact pattern. One im-
portant property of the AZ5214E is that it is an image reversal photoresist. That
means that after exposure we have the choice to use the photoresist as a negative
photoresist. As the photoresist does not get fully exposed right under the edge of
the mask features, that creates a small angle on the developed feature sidewall as
shown in gure 3.3. The reversed image creates an overhang, which is critical for the
metal lift-o process. After the metal evaporation we fully immerse the wafer into a
solvent which removes the metal in areas covered by the photoresist. The overhang
is essential in achieving metal discontinuity at the contact edges, thus ease of lift-o
without the use of potentially harmful ultrasonic bath. Before the metalization we
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used a bath of 10% HCl for 30 seconds in order to remove interface native oxidation.
Then we subjected our contact interface under Ar+ ion bombardment for 50 secs,
in order to get rid of oxide forming during the sample transfer from the wet bench
to the vacuum chamber, before we evaporate a Ti/Pt/Au, 200Å/1500Å/1000Å con-
tact. Ti is used for good adhesion, Pt is used as a diusion barrier of the Au which
is our contact layer and also an oxidation barrier. The ion bombardment has shown
to improve our metal adhesion preventing contact delamination occurring under me-
chanical stress, like during the wire bonding process. It is worth mentioning that
originally we tried various recipes for epi[78, 79] and backside[80, 81, 82] metaliza-
tion as well as a Ti/Ag epi metalization as suggested by Giehl et al.[83]. However,
we did not observe any improvement in the annealing process, as discussed in section
3.4.3 and especially with the Ti/Ag case, we dealt with adhesion quality problems
which lead to impulsive delamination due to high tensile strain of the Au layer[84].
In order to improve the thermal dissipation of our devices especially when we
operated our devices CW, we occasionally electroplate our devices with Au. The
electroplating occurs after lifto. We use a Transene, Inc. TSG-250 plating solution
and a platinized electrode as our anode. Our sample acts as the cathode, and by
vigorous agitation we were able to get a fairly smooth plated coating as shown in
gure 3.4b. After plating we evaporate again layers of Pt/Au in order to improve the
smoothness and also the quality of the outside Au, as well as to provide a diusion
barrier for the Au for the case of Au/Sn epi down mounting as we will discuss
shortly.
At this point the epi-side of our devices are ready. All that is left now is to thin
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down and polish the back side and evaporate the backside metal contact. We polish
the sample using a standard polishing jig and acetone dissolvable wax for xing it on
the jig. The main reason we thin down the sample is to be able to create a perfectly
at cleaved facets for our semiconductor Fabry Perot cavity avoiding stress induced
striations along the facet that scatters the light resulting in large variation of device
performance. After polishing down the sample from 500 µm to 100 µm, we scribe
the sample with a diamond tip in order to precisely select the cleaving plane.
Cleaving leaves us with laser bars which we then dice for individual devices.
The length of the device is determined during the cleaving process. This concludes
the IC laser fabrication process. The next step is to coat the devices. This elaborate
process is discussed into detail in Chapter 4. Finished devices are mounted and
wirebonded, as we are going to discuss shortly, before they can be characterized or
used in an optical setup.
3.2.2 Fabricated devices
In gure 3.4 some of the devices we fabricated are illustrated. Those images
exhibit some of the fabrication issues we had to deal with and are not therefore rep-
resenting well performing devices. In 3.4.a we see the eect of not using HMDS on
the wafer by comparing the smoothness of the two waveguides at the top and middle
left of the gure. The smoother waveguide has also been Au plated for improved
thermal dissipation. The edge roughness is detrimental to the device internal loss αi
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Figure 3.5: ICL epi layers of (top) non-SCH vs (bottom) SCH structures.
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ing the laser material. In those same pictures we can also see the dielectric opening
and the evaporated contact. In 3.4.b we have a device featuring a deep trench mainly
as a consequence of prolonged etching time in order to create narrower ridges, since
the appropriate mask was not available. The reason we want to create narrow ridges
is because, as we will present in our thermal analysis in a following section, there is
signicant heat dissipation sideways due to poor cladding thermal[67] conductivity.
Not coincidentally, only narrow ridge waveguides have demonstrated CW opera-
tion at room temperature[37] while broad area lasers typically still operate at much
lower temperatures[85]. In our attempt to create ridges as narrow as 3 µm we were
strongly aected by the anisotropic etching of the cladding and the active region
which created the undercut illustrated. The void created did not allow conformal
metalization and subsequent plating. In combination with increased sidewall rough-
ness induced scattering, those devices underperformed compared to wider devices.
By analyzing the active region close-up in 3.4.b, also shown in detail in 3.5, we can
distinguish the various constituent layers of our ICLs. At the very top we have the
InAs/AlSb top cladding layer. That layer is a superlattice structure (SLS), lattice
matched to the GaSb substrate, where carriers resonantly tunnel through. Then we
have the GaSb separate connement heterostructure (SCH) whose original purpose
was to increase the connement factor Γ by attracting the mode closer to the active
region due to the GaSb high index of refraction. Coincidentally due to the GaSb's
comparatively high thermal coecient of 33 W/mK compared to 3-4 W/mK for
the cladding and the active region, it also acts as an active region heat sink that
dissipates heat faster to the plated side of the device. This dual function of the SCH
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layer has signicantly improved the device performance. The improvement on the
connement factor Γ has been anticipated by numerical calculations and the results
are shown in gure 3.6. It is very important to note that in the simulation, Γ is
given by the mode overlap with the ICL core (cascade) region which includes both
the injection and the active region. In order to obtain the real Γ parameter used in
equations (2.12), (2.13) and (2.25) we have to normalize over the thickness of the
active, InAs/GaInSb layers, where we have light emitting transitions, divided by
the core which includes the injection region. That normalization parameter, based
on the structure from Canedy et al.[86], is close to 0.09 for the standard W double
quantum well active region as shown in gure 3.5. From the numerical simulations
we clearly see that the introduction of the SCH improves by almost a factor of
3 the connement factor Γ especially when the number of cascades is close to 5.
This according to eq.(2.25) signicantly improves the threshold current density Jth
and therefore the amount of heat generated at threshold Vth · Ith that needs to be
dissipated to the heat sink.
3.3 Performance improvement strategies
Part of this work was focused in the improvement of the laser performance
characteristics. In summary this is a six front battle:
• Reduction of mode coupling to substrate modes
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Figure 3.7: Device index prole.
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• Ecient dissipation of heat generated in the active region
• Device yield improvement and consistent performance
• Reduction of internal loss ai
• Reduction of the threshold current density Jth
The device yield is something we have already made steady progress on and is very
dependent on the waveguide surface quality. The cladding thickness as well as the
mode coupling to the substrate is one of the rst problems we had to overcome. As
we can see from gure 3.7 we can distinguish two issues. First the core has a refrac-
tive index similar to the one of the cladding regions, resulting in weak guiding of the
mode, and second the GaSb substrate has substantially higher index of refraction
compared to the core, allowing the weak guided mode to leak to the substrate. Fig-
ure 3.8 shows numerical calculations based on the structures illustrated in 3.5.top.
The two plots show the loss coecient ai due to mode leakage with respect to the
lower cladding thickness as well as the ridge width. We conclude that for lower
cladding thickness smaller than 4 µm there is a sharp increase in the mode loss.
We also calculated the eect of the ridge width on ai, which for narrow width value
tends to push the mode down to the substrate. That eect is prominent for widths
smaller than 6-7 µm. However below that point the increasing loss due to sidewall
roughness is gaining signicant ground dominating over the substrate leaking eect.
Based on these conclusions we have standardized our lower cladding thickness to be
4 µm. As for the ridge widths most of the devices we fabricate have a width around
7-10 µm. We are currently investigating the eect of the upper cladding thickness
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reduction on ai. The eect under study is the mode loss induced by the metal con-
tact. Preliminary study has shown that due to the high conductivity of the contact
the mode penetration in the conductor is very small, therefore the loss is not very
much dependent on the upper cladding region thickness. Given that the upper clad
has bad thermal conductivity, there might be a benet in reducing the upper clad
thickness from the now 1.4 µm to less than 1 µm. This change should proportion-
ally improve the device thermal resistance, which will be introduced shortly. In an
attempt to reduce the metal loss we made devices with increased upper cladding
thickness of 3 µm. That resulted in a 12.5 % reduction in the slope eciency. Ac-
cording to eq.(2.25) and gure 3.9, by doing a linear t on the Jth we can get an
estimate on the ai if we assume that ntr is negligible due to the small value of the
connement factor Γ. By dividing the linear t constants we obtain for the thick
upper clad 12.5 cm−1 and 17 cm−1 for the thin upper clad device. Substituting ai
in equation (2.23) we can extract ηi from the slope of the linear t on the slope
eciency. Although we can extract ηi from the constant of the linear t, due to the
data spread we have a large error determining the constant value. That is why we
use the slope of the t. Doing that we get ηi of 31 % for the thick upper clad and
48 % for the thin upper clad. The decreasing trend for both the ηi and the ai when
increasing the upper clad thickness, are expected. Reduced ηi values are associated
with increased carrier leakage or non radiative SRH recombination due to interfacial
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Figure 3.8: Numerical simulation of loss coecient for varying ridge parameters.
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Table 3.1: Thermal conductivity coecients for materials of interest in interband
cascade lasers.
3.4 Heat generation in interband cascade lasers
3.4.1 Duty cycle eect on power output
One of the most challenging issues of the interband cascade lasers is heat
dissipation. Table 3.1 shows the thermal conductivities of the materials used in
ICLs. We see that due to very poor clad conductivity heat does not easily escape
from the active region. That is why, not only do we need to operate in pulsed mode
in order to extract the laser parameters accurately, but also the pulse duration
needs to be shorter than 200ns before we start having signicant core temperature
increase as shown in gure 3.10. In detail gure 3.10 shows at the top the I-L
curves at various duty cycles at room temperature. We see that typically for the
same duty cycle we get the same peak power as expected. However, when the duty
cycle is increased above 5% we start seeing a drop of power due to thermal eects.
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L - I curve at various duty cycles
Figure 3.10: Room temperature measurements, (Top) I-L at various duty cycles.
(Middle) Pulse power vs. pulse width. (Bottom) Peak power vs. rep rate.
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Please note that there is no soft turn-on on those devices. The continuous line is
just a smooth line connecting the data points. There are two ways that the duty
cycle aects the power output. First, as expected the pulse width aects the power
output as shown in the middle plot giving the power vs. pulse width. Theoretically
they should be proportional as indicated by the dotted line, however, thermal eects
seem to dominate for pulses broader than 200 ns. Second, high rep rate seem to
reduce the output peak power as shown at the bottom plot illustrating the peak
power vs. rep rate. The pulse power is expected to be proportional to the repetition
rate, however for high rep rate heat doesn't have enough time to dissipate before the
following cycle. We conclude therefore that for pulsed measurements, in order to
avoid thermal eects, the pulse needs to have a pulse width of less than 200 ns and
a rep rate less than 1 MHz, or even more preferably less than half of both values.
3.4.2 Thermal resistance and device thermal simulation
Table 3.1 shows the thermal conductivities of each layer of our laser structure.
We already pointed out how poor it is for the active and cladding regions. To get an
idea of how much it aects the device performance we did a numerical calculation
of the heat ow based on a standard 10 µm wide ridge design. For the simulation
we used the nite element solver for partial dierential equations FlexPDE. In this
case the partial dierential equation we want to solve is:












10 μm ridge laser epi-down thermal simulation
Figure 3.11: Thermal simulation of standard 6 cascade SCH IC laser at room tem-
perature on threshold. (Top) Heat ux, (Bottom) Temperature contour
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where k is the thermal conductivity of the material.
T is the temperature
S is the power density
For simplicity we assumed that the material is isotropic so k is a scalar. We tested
various scenarios like plated and non-plated devices, epi-up, epi-down etc. In gure
3.11 a 6 cascade, Au plated, device mounted epi down is simulated at threshold. The
most important remark here is the strong lateral outux of heat. This conrms the
claim we made earlier that narrow ridge devices can operate CW easier than broad
area lasers. The temperature contour is illustrated at the bottom of the gure where
we observe a maximum of 41.7 ◦C active region temperature for a 25 ◦C heatsink
temperature. High power operation of this laser system would require more ecient
heat sinking. From the simulation we estimated the thermal resistance of various





where ∆P is the power dissipated on the device (typically V · I).
∆T is the temperature dierence between the active region and the heat
sink.
This denition of the thermal resistance is specic to the device geometry. The
thermal resistance is proportional to the device area. In order to eliminate area

























Epi Up : 6.72 K cm  / kW2
Epi Down : 5.25 K cm  / kW2
Thermal Resistance of epi up vs. epi down mounting
Epi Up (Sim)
Epi Down (Sim)
Epi Up : 7.02 K cm  / kW2
Epi Down : 5.08 K cm  / kW2
Epi up
Epi down
Figure 3.12: Theoretical vs. experimental thermal resistance.
where A is the area of the thermal interface.
The theoretical results of Rth were compared with actual Rth measurements of real
devices. As we can see from gure (3.12), there is good agreement between the
experimental and the theoretical results. For the simulated epi-up device we got
7.02 Kcm2/kW and 6.72 Kcm2/kW for the real device, while for the epi-down we
got 5.08 Kcm2/kW and 5.25 Kcm2/kW correspondingly. What is important here is
that there is a 4/3 improvement in Rth when implementing epi-down mounting.
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3.4.3 Epi-down mounting
For the epi down mounting we used Aluminum Nitride (AlN) submounts. AlN
is the standard submount used for InP due to thermal expansion coecient (CTE)
match of 4.5 ppm/◦C. GaSb however has a CTE of 7.75 ppm/◦C and would work
better with other ceramic materials like BeO that has a CTE of 8 ppm/◦C. For
that purpose Au/Sn soldering was not successful. We encountered two problems,
rst the device would come out of the submount after applying a bit of shear stress
(eg. during wirebonding), often peeling the whole contact of the device and second
the high melting temperature of the Au/Sn solder seems to deteriorate the device
performance. ICLs seem to be particularly sensitive to temperatures above 320 ◦C.
Devices either degrade signicantly or become ohmic after soldering or prolonged
annealing. A similar eect has been observed while operating the laser at high duty
cycle and at high current. However, in the latter case we observed that if we cleave
out the facets we can restore device performance. This leads us to the conclusion
that there is signicant heat build-up at the facets. Our conclusion therefore is
that high temperature creates ohmic (shorting) paths, however we have not yet
determined the process responsible for this behavior.
In order to overcome the problems above, we decided to use Indium for the
mounting of these devices. Indium is soft in contrast with Au/Sn which is hard,
and therefore the stress due to the CTE mismatch between the AlN submount and
the GaSb substrate is alleviated. Indium is also a low temperature solder, therefore



























T  = 47 K
I  = 392 mA0
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Characteristic Temperature
Figure 3.13: Current threshold temperature dependence.
able to get very good wetting of the double trench. The submounts were made by
thermally evaporating 3.5 µm of In on AlN. We prefer uxless soldering, especially
when mounting epi-down, therefore the In coated submounts were always prepared
right before mounting in order to minimize In oxidation.
3.4.4 Maximum CW temperature
















where T0 is the characteristic temperature of the device.
This set of equations describes the CW power output. ∆P = V · I is the amount
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of heat that is generated in the device. The higher the I, the higher the ∆P , the
higher the active region temperature ∆T , the higher the threshold current Ith, the
smaller the output power P0. For this calculation we are going to have to know T0
and Rth.
The characteristic temperature T0 is easy to measure. Figure 3.13 shows the
threshold current of a 2 mm long, 10 µm wide, 6 cascade laser at various operating
temperatures. By tting with an exponential curve we obtain the characteristic
temperature T0 = 47 K, which is typical for ICLs.
Small T0 is not desirable, however in this case it makes the Rth measurement
easier. We measure ∆T by operating the same laser in pulsed and CW mode at
dierent temperatures. The selected temperatures are such that both operating
modes have the same threshold current. That means that at threshold, we have the
same active region temperature for both cases, even though the heat sink tempera-
ture is dierent. Assuming that in pulsed mode the duty cycle is small enough to
avoid heating of the active region, as discussed in section 3.4.1, the active region
temperature is the same as the heat sink temperature. In CW the way we esti-
mate the active region temperature dierence from the heat sink, is by comparing
the heatsink temperature dierence between the pulsed and CW measurement that
gives us the same threshold. This method is quite accurate, however it is based on
the fact that the characteristic temperature is small. For devices with large charac-
teristic temperature, estimation of ∆T requires very accurate measurement of the
threshold current. There are other methods[87] to measure ∆T that go around that























p-doped vs. n-doped SCH
12 Cascade p-doped ICL
12 Cascade n-doped ICL
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J   = 122.58∙L  + 1488th
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Figure 3.14: Improvement of the internal loss by using Te-doped (n) GaSb SCH.
implement. By plugging in all the numbers in the set of equations (3.4), we can
obtain the expected L-I curve for the device operating CW. We can also project the
maximum CW operating temperature, by nding the smallest value of T that keeps
the expression for P0 strictly non-positive. By doing this projection for our state
of the art lasers, we estimated a 5 ◦C maximum CW temperature, which was close
to the 3 ◦C of actual maximum CW temperature, but still below the target room
temperature operation of 25 ◦C.
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Figure 3.15: I-V characteristic for M868, M869, M870, M871.
3.5 Quantum well design optimization
In the last few sections we described, quantied and analyzed the rst three
out of six issues highlighted in section 3.3. In regard to the yield issue, it was over-
come by gaining processing experience and optimization of the fabrication process.
This signicantly improved our device characterization reliability and consistency,
which set the roadmap for optimal quantu well design leading to higher power and
temperature laser devices. The last two parameters we are going to focus on are the
internal loss ai and the threshold current density Jth. As we discussed in the last
chapter, equations (2.23) and (2.25) show how ai, Jth, Γ, etc. are all related to each
other. With the introduction of the SCH region we increased by more than double
the Γ factor as shown in gure 3.6. What can we do to decrease ai?
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One of the most important improvements of the quantum well design was to
n-dope the SCH region. We introduced the GaSb SCH region in order to increase
the Γ connement factor, however even undoped GaSb is intrinsically p-doped (1-
2·1017 cm−3). This p-type doping is responsible for higher optical absorption due
to intervalence band absorption (IVBT)[88]. In order to compensate the doping
type, we decided to dope the GaSb SCH layer with Te. High doping levels help
reduce the resistance of the layer, however high levels of Te-doping might increase
the free carrier absorption, which would also result in increasing ai. So in our
rst attempt we decided to dope the SCH with 2.5·1017 cm−3 of Te. We grew two
ICL samples (M868, M869) featuring two (upper, lower) 2000Å thick layers of SCH
and 12 cascades. The length dependence measurements of those two samples are
illustrated in gure 3.14. M868 has an intrinsically doped SCH region, while M869
has the Te doped SCH region. Both samples have 12 cascades. By doing the same
analysis as the one described in section 3.3, we were able to extract the internal
loss ai for both cases. We concluded that by introducing Te doping at the SCH
region we were able to signicantly reduce ai from 12.1 cm−1 to 8.3 cm−1and the
threshold current density considerably for all lengths. Figure 3.15 also shows the
current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of those devices. For M868 and M869 we see
that there is an improvement in the dierential resistance from 0.361 mΩ · cm2 to
0.314 mΩ · cm2. That could be attributed on the higher electrical conductivity of
the n-doped GaSb SCH. This eect reduces the heat generated in the device while
improving the device wall plug eciency.
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Figure 3.16: WPE of a 10 µm ridge laser (M868) at various device lengths (from
left to right, 0.5 mm, 1 mm, 1.5 mm, 2 mm).














where WPE stand for wall plug eciency.
We observe that our maximum pulsed WPE at 240 K was almost 20%. At 273 K
we also observed a WPE of 10 % and 9 % for 280 K (not in gure). State of the
art ICLs have demonstrated wall plug eciencies of 27% at 80 K CW[89] and about
2.8% at 300 K[39]. By comparing the theoretical and the experimental curve of the
WPE we can see that very soon, within 1.5 times the Jth, the curves start splitting.
This is attributed to the poor thermal behavior of the ICLs. By extrapolation of
the theoretical curve we can anticipate WPEs greater than 30% if pulsed with no























M870 threshold current density 
J   = 119.01∙L  + 1007.4th
-1
α  = 8.46i cm-1
Figure 3.17: Threshold current density of M870.
However as shown in gure 3.14 the threshold current density is high and therefore
heating is bigger of a concern here and that is manifested by the sharp roll-o of
the 0.5 mm WPE curve.
The second design change we attempted was to reduce the number of cascades.
The motivation behind this change lies in the attempt to reduce potentially increased
IVBT in the p-doped regions of the active region. We were expecting that there
should be a proportional eect on the ai to the number of cascades. After growing
the sample M870, and after doing the length dependence analysis shown in gure
3.17, the extracted value of ai was 8.46 cm−1 which is very similar to the 8.3 cm−1
we obtained for the 12 cascade M869. This is the rst indication that IVBT is
not a dominant eect in the active region. The second indication comes from the
M871 sample, which was grown exactly the same as M870 being dierent only in
the amount of p-doping in the active region, which was half that of M870. The
results are shown in gure 3.18. The extracted value of ai for M871 was 8.3 cm−1
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J   = 113.82∙L  + 946.94th
-1
α  = 8.3i cm-1
Figure 3.18: Threshold current density of M871.
of the internal loss to the number of cascades. Figure 3.15 also shows the V-I
characteristic of M870 and M871. As expected the voltage is almost half the voltage
of their 12 cascade counterpart and their dierential resistance is almost the same,
but smaller than the M869's due to a shorter active region.
One thing that stands out in gure 3.18 is the large spread of data especially in
the 1 mm long devices. This plot made us realize the importance of the waveguide
quality during fabrication as we discussed in section 3.3. Another thing we realized
from the same plot is that for accurate tting, it is better if we only accept the data
around the lowest values of Jth and reject the rest. Fitting based on averaging all the
data points just gives a larger error margin. Also the eect of the ridge width on the
threshold current density seems to be small compared to the waveguide roughness




4.1 Plane wave reection
4.1.1 Fresnel equations
The Fresnel reection of a plane wave incident on a smooth interface is a well
studied problem. A plane wave incident on an interface, as shown in gure 4.1, with
an incident angle of ϑ0 and a refracted angle of ϑ1, will have the following reection
coecients determined by the boundary conditions of the parallel to the interface
























Figure 4.1: Fresnel reection of an incident plane wave at the interface of two media
polarization is called TE (or s from the German senkrecht which means perpendicu-
lar). On the other hand if the electric eld is parallel to the plane of incidence then
the polarization is TM (or p polarization).
4.1.2 Snell's law
Snell's law is summarized in the following equation:
n0 sinϑ0 = n1 sinϑ1 (4.2)
It can be very well derived by the Fermat's principle which states that light picks up
the fastest path between two points. However that is a consequence of phase conti-
nuity along the boundary between the two materials. That statement is described
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by the following equation:
ki sinϑ0 = kr sinϑ0 = kt sinϑ1 (4.3)
It states that the propagation constant component parallel to the interface has to
be continuous. Snell's law as well as the law of reection are direct consequences of
that. In Eq.(4.3) k can be complex in the case of material absorption and ϑ can be
imaginary in the case of evanescent elds.
4.1.3 Single layer reectivity
As light penetrates through a multilayered material system, Eq.(4.1) is not
enought to calculate the reection coecient at an interface. Since there are multiple
internal reections occuring at all interfaces that have to be accounted for. There
are two ways to study the reection of light in a multilayered material system. One
is to consider a steady state of the incoming and outgoing electric eld and study
the boundary conditions at the interface, and the other is to study the progression
of the electric eld as it propagates through the material.
4.1.3.1 Steady state approach of single layer reectivity
Let us assume that we have a single layer system as illustrated in gure 4.2.
The incident electric eld E0i gets refracted to material 1 as E01 propagates down
the lm until it hits the second interface as E12. Then part of it gets transmitted





















Figure 4.2: Steady state of the electric eld in a single layer system
the rst interface. Part of it gets through as E0r and part of it gets reected again
as part of E01, since E elds are on steady state. The study of the TE boundary
conditions at the rst interface, after consulting gure 4.5, yields the following set
of equations:
E0r + E0i = E10 + E01 = r12e
−i2φE01 + E01
k0E0r − k0E0i = k1E10 − k1E01 = k1E01(r12e−i2φ − 1)
(4.4)
Apparently E10 = r12e−2iφE01 where e−iφ is due to the phase delay of the propa-
gating wave through the lm, therefore φ = 2πn1d1 cosϑ1/λ0(where n1 and d1 are the
index and thickness of material 1 and ϑ1 is the angle of the plane wave in material
1 under oblique incidence. ϑ1 is better illustrated in gure 4.3. As for rab, it is the






































Figure 4.3: The electric eld in a single layer system as it gets multiple reections
from the various interfaces
component of the propagation constant normal to the interface. By doing simple
calculations and taking into account Eq.(4.1), and using rab = −rba and 1 + r = t,
where t is the transmission coecient, we end up with the following equation:
rs,p =
r01 s,p + r12 s,pe
−i2φ
1 + r01 s,pr12 s,pe−i2φ
(4.5)
which works both for s and p polarization.
4.1.3.2 Series approach of single layer reectivity and generalization to
multilayered structures
Another way to calculate the lm reectivity would be to account each indi-
vidual reection occuring between the inner walls of the lm. According to gure
4.3, if Ei is the incident electric eld, then E1 = r01Ei. Also E ′1 = r12e
−i2φE1 and
Er1 = r01Ei, Er2 = t10E ′1, Er3 = t10E
′




Erj. For each reection we have:






3 + · · · )
E ′1 = r12e
−i2φE1, E ′2 = r12e
−i2φE2, · · ·
E2 = r12r10e
−i2φE1, E3 = r12r10e−i2φE2, · · ·
E1 = t01Ei
(4.6)
The above system gives a simple geometric series which when solved will give us
equation (4.5).
Let us note that during this derivation nowhere was it assumed that material
2 is a bulk material. The r12 coecient was just the reection from the 1-2 interface
and it could be as well the reection coecient of a complex multilayered system
as illustrated in gure 4.4. Therefore if we call r1N the reection coecient at the
interface of material 1 and the rest of the structure we get the following generalized
equation for the reection coecient:
rs,p =
r01 s,p + r1N s,pe
−i2φ
1 + r01 s,pr1N s,pe−i2φ
(4.7)
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Away from the reader
Figure 4.5: TE vs TM. (Typically the E eld conventionally is assumed positive)
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4.2 Reection coecient of a multilayer coating
Once we have decided on the laser and waveguide design the next step would
be to design the AR coating. In this section we are going to describe the physics
behind multiple layer coatings[90] by studying the transmission and reection of
each individual layer. Then we will focus on the results for single and double layer
coatings.
4.2.1 Introduction of eld matrix formulation
4.2.1.1 TE polarization
Consider the TE s-polarization case where the electric eld is perpendicular
to the plane of incidence. If Ei, Er, Et are the incident, reected and transmit-



























These equations are general even when there is a phase shift at the boundary. In
that case all the phase information would be integrated in the constant up front.
The reection and transmission coecients are given by:
1Amplitude A and phase φ of a complex number can be viewed as the magnitude and angle of







In the case of the reected and the transmitted energy through the interface, which




H, we have a dependence on
⇀
k which occurs due to the following equation






where i, r, t stand for incident, reected and transmitted eld
Taking the transmittance as the ratio of the transmitted power to the incident power


















where n̂ is the vector perpendicular to the interface
ϕi,t is the angle of incidence or transmission respectively
In order to obtain the T and R parameters, we need to determine r , t which will be
obtained by calculating the electric elds from the boundary conditions. Assuming
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we have a perfect dielectric, our boundary condition requires that all parallel com-





According to gure 4.5, for transverse electric (TE) elds it is implied:
⇀







where E+, E− are the incident and reected electric elds
Note we substitute Ei and Er with E+ and E− for generality since Ei and Er refer
only to the eld at the rst interface, while E+ and E− can refer to any interface of























where E+ is now Ei and E− is now Er
0 is the rst medium (usually air)
1 is the second medium







where N = Q−1s0 Qs1





















For the case of transverse magnetic p-polarization (TM) similarly according
to gure (4.5) we would get:
⇀







where H+, H− are the incident and reected auxiliary magnetic elds




















where H+ is now Hi and Hi is now Hr
0 is the rst medium (usually air)
1 is the second medium
Now (4.19) can be written as:
 Hi
Hr




where N ′ = Q−1p0 Qp1





























= n0 cosϑ1−n1 cosϑ0
n1 cosϑ0+n0 cosϑ1
(4.21)
Equations (4.16) and (4.21) are the Fresnel equations we discussed earlier in this
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chapter. Notice the convenience of this matrix method. By using equations (4.13)
and (4.18) we can express the incident and reected eld with its parallel to the
interface components.
4.2.2 Matrix calculation for individual layers
4.2.2.1 TE polarization
Assuming now that we have multiple layer dielectric structure of layers j =







which relates the parallel eld on one side of the layer to the other side (dj =
thickness of jth lm, 0j = origin of the jth lm), then the left hand side of (4.22)
for the (j + 1)th lm would be equal to the matrix at the right hand side of (4.22)











These two equations comprise an iterative sequence which can link us from the rst
layer to the last by just multiplying all Mj matrices. Then by using equation (4.13)





H. Now let us determine the actual value of the matrix M .
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Assuming that inside each layer the wave propagates along both z directions, the
parallel components of both E and H would take the following form:
E||(x, z, t) = [A sin(kzz) +B cos(kzz)] e
−ikxx+iωt
H||(x, z, t) = [C sin(kzz) +D cos(kzz)] e
−ikxx+iωt
(4.24)
From Maxwell's equations we get:








= −iµωH = −iµω(iH|| + kH⊥) (4.25)





























Using the derived parameters in eqs.(4.34-4.36), equation 4.24 can be conveniently
















Equation (4.30) is almost in the form (4.22). By simply inverting the previous
matrix we derive the M matrix for TE polarization:
M =






Similarly for TM polarization we have:








= iεωE = −iεω(iE|| + kE⊥) (4.32)
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Using the derived parameters in equations (4.34-4.36), equation (4.24) can be con-

















Equation (4.37) is almost in the form (4.22). By simply inverting the previous
matrix we derive the M matrix for TM polarization:
M =





4.2.3 Synthesizing the complete reection matrix of a multi-
layered system
Having calculated Mj for a multilayer system and Q matrices, we can link the
incident and reected elds Ei, Er (TE) or Hi, Hr (TM) to the transmitted ones Et
or Ht. In the TE case for example we have:
 Et
0














where a stands for ambient
s stands for substrate
j is the total number of layers
Note that we can simply multiply each matrix Mj in order to obtain the elds since
at each boundary the perpendicular components are equal. By dening matrix N
as follows:






























































We notice that all resulting equations have a kz over nk0 ratio which equals cos(γ)
where γ is the angle of k with respect to the perpendicular to the interface. By


















































Table 4.1: All Q and M matrices using the q normalization factors for both TE and
TM polarizations
get the following equation for the Mj for both TE and TM cases:
Mj =
 cos(φj) iqj sin(φj)
iqj sin(φj) cos(φj)
 (4.43)
where φj = kzdj and dj is the thickness of the jth layer
Table 4.1 summarizes all Q and M matrices using the q normalization factor. A
Matlab program calculating the rerection and the transmission coecient of a
multilayered coating is presented in appendix A.
4.2.4 Notable cases for dielectric coatings
We will now study the two most important cases which we will mostly deal
with when we design our laser coatings. Single layer coatings which provide an easy
solution for coatings in applications that do not have stringent performance require-
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ments in terms of reectivity and bandwidth tailoring, and double layer coatings
that give us enough degrees of freedom to achieve aforementioned performance with
more exibility in material selection.
4.2.4.1 Single layer coating
First we will discuss single layer coatings. Using the normalized parameters
for TE polarization, we obtain for the reectivity:
r =
qaM11 − qsM22 + qaqsM12 −M21
qaM11 + qsM22 + qaqsM12 +M12
=















where j = 1 since we have a single layer
Equation (4.44) indicates, that a small reectivity can be achieved if cos(φ1) = 0 and
qaqs/q1−q1 is as small as possible. Therefore by adjusting the index and the thickness
of the lm we can control the values of φ1 and q1 in order to obtain the desired
reectivity. Notice that when we are at normal incidence, qj = −nj cos(γj)/(cµj),
so the minimum reectivity condition becomes:
nans
n1
− n1 = 0 ⇒ n1 =
√
nans (4.45)
So the two conclusions for a single layer AR coating are that for optimum perfor-
mance, the index of the deposited layer must be the square root of the product of the
surrounding indices and the thickness of the layer should be a quarter wavelength
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thick so that cos(φ1) = 0 (by quarter wavelength thick we refer to the z component
of the wavevector).
4.2.4.2 Double layer coating
For the case of a double layer coating, in the TE case, we calculate each matrix
component Qa, Qs, M1, M2 and derive r which is given in this case by the following
equation:
r =
(qaq1q2−qsq1q2) cos(φ1) cos(φ2)−(qaq22−qsq21) sin(φ1) sin(φ2)+···
(qaq1q2+qsq1q2) cos(φ1) cos(φ2)−(qaq22+qsq21) sin(φ1) sin(φ2)+···
···+i[(qaqsq1−q1q22) cos(φ1) sin(φ2)+(qaqsq2−q21q2) sin(φ1) cos(φ2)]
···+i[(qaqsq1+q1q22) cos(φ1) sin(φ2)+(qaqsq2+q21q2) sin(φ1) cos(φ2)]
(4.46)
This nice equation becomes zero when both the real and imaginary values of the
numerator become zero. Therefore for a double layer coating we have:
(qaq1q2 − qsq1q2) cos(φ1) cos(φ2)− (qaq22 − qsq21) sin(φ1) sin(φ2) = 0
(qaqsq1 − q1q22) cos(φ1) sin(φ2) + (qaqsq2 − q21q2) sin(φ1) cos(φ2) = 0


(qaq1q2 − qsq1q2)− (qaq22 − qsq21) tan(φ1) tan(φ2) = 0
(qaqsq1 − q1q22) tan(φ2) + (qaqsq2 − q21q2) tan(φ1) = 0
(4.47)
For normal incidence and for an ambient index of one we get:
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(n1n2 − nsn1n2)− (n22 − nsn21) tan(φ1) tan(φ2) = 0










In this case, given the ambient environment and the substrate, the parameters we
control are φ1, φ2, n1, n2, 1 for the outer layer and 2 for the inner layer. We
have much more exibility in terms of materials compared to the single layer case.
For example in order to achieve zero reectance in the single layer case, we need
to have an exact coating index determined by (4.45) which is not always possible.
However in the double layer coatings, and for given set of coating materials, what
will ultimately determine the reectivity is the thickness of each material. As long
as our φ1 and φ2 satisfy (4.48) the reectivity is going to be zero. By having a
quick look at (4.48) we notice that in order to have a real solution for the indices,
the terms (ns − n21), (n21ns − n22) and (n22 − ns) should either be all positive, or
only one of those terms should be positive in order for the right side of (4.48) to
be positive as shown in table 4.2. Each case in table 4.2 is shown in gure 4.6,
except case (+ − −) which is never possible. Figure 4.6 gives a very good guide
on material selection for zero reectivity double layer coatings[91] as long as we
have lax bandwidth specications. In case you are having hard time believing this,
the inset of gure 4.6 shows a colormap of the simulated minimum reectivity of
coatings at various indices.
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Table 4.2: Indices that provide zero reectivity double layer coatings (Assuming
n0 = 1)

























































































Figure 4.6: Index map for zero reectivity double layer coatings (Assuming n0 = 1)
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4.2.4.3 Important double layer coating regimes
There are four important cases resulting from equation (4.48):
• tan2(φ1) = tan2(φ2)
• φ1 = φ2 = (2m− 1)π2 , m = 1, 2, 3, . . .
• tan2(φ1) = 0
• tan2(φ2) = 0
The rst two cases are the most important. The rst one corresponds to coatings
of equal optical thickness. The second condition corresponds to the case of double
quarter wave coating, which is the limit of the rst case at innity. The third and
fourth case refer correspondingly to the half-quarter and quarter-half wave case.
The last two cases are somewhat degenerate cases to single layer coating. Therefore
our main focus lies on the rst two cases. Analyzing equation (4.48), taking into
account n0 ̸= 1, we get the following corrersponding index conditions:
• n1n2 = n0ns (Equal optical thickness) (n1d1 = n2d2)
• n21ns = n22n0 (Double quarter wave thickness) (n1d1 = n2d2 = λ0/4)
• n22 = n0ns (Half-quarter wave thickness) (n1d1 = λ0/2 ; n2d2 = λ0/4)
• n21 = n0ns (Quarter-half wave thickness) (n1d1 = λ0/4 ; n2d2 = λ0/2)
Those extreme cases are shown plotted in gure 4.6, which dene the boundaries of










n1 n2 n1 n2 n1 n2 n1 n2 
1 2 1.414 2.829 1.414 2.829 1.414 2.128 
1.25 2.5 1.6 3.2 1.6 2.5 1.6 2.5 
1.414 2.829 2 4 2 2 1.7645 2.829 
  3 6 3 ⁄    
    4 1   
 
3 4
Table 4.3: Summary of indices used in gure (4.7) and (4.8).
4.2.4.4 Bandwidth tailoring of double layered coatings
Apparently there are many materials that satisfy those requirements. The
plot in gure (4.6) shows the indices that would produce zero reectivity coatings.
This however does not give us any information on the coating bandwidth. Figures
(4.7) and (4.8) show how the coating's spectrum changes as the inner and outer
layer's indices are changed. Figure (4.7), shows the reectivity spectrum change
for quarter-quarter wave thick layers. The arrows' direction in the gure shows the
corresponding order of the plotted spectra. Each dot in the index map (inset) refers
to the corresponding plot at the main part of the gure. In gure (4.8) the plots
show the reectivity spectrum change for equal optical thickness coatings (top plot),
and for a more general case of a coating that do not satisfy any of the major cases
on page 94. The indices used for the simulations are summarized in table 4.3.
The rst important conclusion we make is that quarter-quarter wave coat-
ings support broader low rerectivity spectra when the material indices are close to
the condition for equal optical thickness. The second important conclusion is that
along the equal optical thickness2 index line, starting from the quarter-quarter
2The line that follows n1n2 = n0ns
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Parametric analysis of spectral response




































Figure 4.7: Parametric analysis of spectral response for quarter-quarter wave coat-
ings.
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Parametric analysis of spectral response

























Figure 4.8: Parametric analysis of spectral response for equal optical thickness (up),
and for general cases that don't satisfy any of the conditions in page 94 (down).
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case, the spectrum starts to separate the single double-zero point into two discrete
zeros. That is why double layer coatings are also called W coatings due to their
shape. Single layer coatings which are shown as the degenerate cases, are plotted
with dotted lines in gure (4.7) an are consequently called V-coatings. W coatings
allow more exibility in designing broad coatings. From gure (4.8) it is also obvious
that having a broadband coating rersults into having a higher average rerectivity
in our range of interest. The average reectivity is quantied by a factor called the
merit function which we will discuss in the next section. Diverging from the equal
optical thickness line we maintain bandwidth but we are starting to lose in reec-
tivity. More specically we are losing the double zero characteristic, nevertheless
still maintaining a zero reectivity coating. In conclusion for a broad double layer
coating we should be targeting materials that are in the range of the intersection
of the quarter-quarter3 line with the equal optical thickness line. The point of



















Comparing gure (4.6) with gures (4.7) and (4.8), we see that it is typi-
cally more eective to use HL4 (high-low) coatings since it provides lower average
reectivity coatings on the range of interest.
Some popular dielectrics for optical coating are included in table 4.4. We need





4refers to the comparative index of the inner and outer layer. In this case high inner index and
low outer index.
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Material Index@1.3μm Index@3.4μm 
Al2O3 1.74 1.69 
BaF2 1.47 1.46 
CaF2 1.43 1.42 
CeO2 1.72 1.69 
Ge 4.35 4.00 
MgF2 1.37 1.36 
Si 3.54 3.42 
SiO 1.88 1.81 
SiO2 1.53 1.48 
Ta2O5 1.98 1.97 
TiO2 2.20  
Y2O3 1.85 1.70 
ZnS 2.28 2.25 
ZnSe 2.47 2.44 
ZrO2 2.12 2.07 
 
Table 4.4: Evaporation material refractive indices.
to keep in mind that the actual index of the evaporated material depends heavily
on the deposition method and conditions and might vary from the tabulated values.
Table 4.4 provides a good guide for material selection, but when it comes down
to designing a high quality coating we need to know precisely, to about at least
two decimal points, the index of the material that we are going to use. Therefore
pre-evaporation of index calibration samples is strongly recommended.
Let us consider as an example the case where we grow a MgF2 and a Ta2O5
double layer on glass in the near IR wavelength. Then for the e-beam grown lms
the corresponding indices would be 1.37, 1.98 and 1.53. No matter which material
is grown rst, with indices n1 or n2, the terms (ns − n21) and (n22 − ns) always have
opposite signs. Therefore for a good AR coating the term (n21ns − n22) must be
negative, which means that n2 has to be 1.96 hence Ta2O5 must be grown rst.
This will take us in the (−−+) regime of gure 4.6 and is not necessarily the best
choice, but in the case of a glass substrate it would be hard to nd a material with
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an index smaller than
√
1.53 in order to stay in the (+ + +) regime, as we have
discussed on page 92.
4.2.5 Criterion for broad bandwidth reectivity coatings
The reectivity of a facet as we dened it, is valid only at one wavelength.
In the case of lasers, LED's and other light emitting devices with broad spectrum
we want to use a measure of the coating reectivity that accounts for the desired





where X is the collection of coating variables like the thicknesses and the
refractive indices of all dierent coating layers.
λ is the wavelength, λstart, λend dene the wavelength range of interest
R is the coating reectivity
Rtarget is the desired coating reectivity
Given that our goal is to produce an anti reection (AR) coating we can assume





The second purpose of the merit function F , is to use it as a criterion for
coating design. An analytic approach exists for single and double layer coatings, but
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in case of multilayer coatings, we have to resort to numerical means for designing a
coating. A good AR coating would give a minimum merit function F by varying the
X parameters. For example gure 4.9 shows the contour plot of the merit function
of a GaSb interband cascade laser (ICL) coating centered at 3.4 µm with 100 nm
bandwidth, an eective index of 3.457 and a mode size of 1.95 µm. As we will
see in the following section, the mode size has to be taken into account and can
signicantly aect the coating design. As we can see from gure 4.9, in order to
get a low reectivity coating with R ≤ 10−4, we need to grow a very precise lm
with ≤ 10 nm tolerance for the ZnS inner layer thickness and ≤ 20 nm tolerance
for the outer SiO2 layer thickness and for that we need to use an in-situ monitoring
technique for estimating the lm thickness.
4.2.6 Plane wave decomposition analysis
In all of our study to this point it was implied that the incident wave on the
multilayered interface was a plane wave. How far is that from reality? For many
coating applications that assumption is sucient, however when we deal with semi-
conductor lasers, semiconductor optical ampliers (SOAs) and other components
that produce a tight beam, diraction is a major issue that has to be accounted
for. The beam produced in such semiconductor devices, has a typical size of or-
der λ (output wavelength). According to Gaussian optics such a beam will diverge














































Re"ectivity contour plot 









where 2W0 is the spot size of the beam at the interface
λ is the wavelength
ϑ0 is the divergence cone half-angle
Let us consider the structure depicted in gure 4.10. This is a typical structure
for an interband cascade laser. In red we have the index prole perpendicular to
the epi-plane. On either side of our active region we have the lower cladding region
on the left and the upper cladding region on the right. The two high index regions
are the upper and lower separate connement regions (SCH), while at the center
we have the active region. The active region has a δn = 0.05 with respect to the
cladding region. This would lead to a weakly conned mode, which is a problem for
the following two reasons:
• The mode cannot extend below the lower cladding layer because the high index
(n = 3.8) of the GaSb substrate (not depicted) would attract the mode and
couple part of the power to leaky substrate modes.
• A weakly conned mode would result in higher loss at the metal contact due
to the contact's high electrical conductivity.
A tightly conned mode instead is desirable that would give a large connement
factor Γ which is important for better device performance as we saw earlier. The
depicted mode, according to equation (4.52), will have a spread of ϑ0 = 47◦ in free
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E"ective index : 3.46
Number of cascades : 6
SCH region : 2000 Å
Figure 4.10: Mode prole of a 6 cascade separate connement region (SCH) ICL.
space and ϑ0 = 18◦ inside the semiconductor laser which has a neff = 3.46.
In order to calculate the facet reectivity of a tightly conned mode accurately,
we are going to have to break down the mode into a sum of many dierent plane
wave components[92, 93, 94] as is illustrated in gure 4.12. At the top of that gure
we show the fundamental mode incident on the laser facet, while at the bottom we
show how each incident plane wave contributes a dierent spacial frequency along
the interface. Each of these frequencies is going to be our basis for the Fourier
analysis of the mode. As we expect a plane wave at normal incidence would create a
kx = 0, which would give us a δ function in Fourier space centered at our wavelength
of interest. However as we are narrowing down the mode size, we are broadening
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Angular spread of decomposed mode
Mode size : 1.95 μm
Wavelength : 3.4 μm
Figure 4.11: Angular spread of the fundamental mode
the spectrum along the interface. Assuming that the wavelength λ is constant, the
k vector would also have a constant amplitude regardless of its direction. A unique










0 − k2x (4.54)
where k0 is the free space wavevector.
The neff is the eective index of the mode (or nsubstrate in case we do not

















Decomposition of fundamental mode
Figure 4.12: Modal decomposition in plane waves.
angular decomposition of the mode which is shown in gure 4.11. As we expect the
1/e point of the eld amplitude prole matches the number we get from equation
4.52. It is very important to note that although in this case the major part of
the mode is contained within a full angle of 36◦, that is not always the case. For
example in the case of fewer cascades in the active region or of lasers emitting
at longer wavelength, we could potentially broaden the mode spectrum beyond
kx = neff 2π/λ = neffk0. According to (4.53), this will yield components at imaginary
angles. Those components represent their evanescent counterparts and do not aect
any of our equations which hold even with complex arguments.
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4.2.7 Decomposed mode reectivity
In the previous section we covered how we can decompose a mode into a sum
of many dierent plane wave components using Fourier analysis. Here we are going
to use that in order to calculate the modal reectivity.
4.2.7.1 Eective index approximation
Consider Ei(x) as the electric eld along the interface, as shown in gure 4.14a.
In this case we will treat the waveguide, so both the active and cladding regions can
be considered as a bulk region with index neff , which is calculated by solving for







kx denes the angle of incidence according to (4.53). Using equation (4.42) and table
4.1 we can calculate the reection coecient r(kx) of a plane wave at any angle or
for any wavevector kx. The reected spectrum is given by r(kx)F{Ei}. In order to







For the total facet reectivity, we have to account for the waveguide. Not all reected
light will couple back to the waveguide, therefore we have to perform an overlap















R will ultimately give us the reectivity value we are interested in, which shows
the amount of power being coupled back to the laser after reecting back from a
multilayered coated facet, accounting for the beam diraction.
4.2.7.2 Angled facet reectivity
E e     
ik xx
iE      i
Figure 4.13: Angled incidence of light.
All the equations above could also
be used for light incident at an angle
as well as for angled facet lasers[95, 96].
As shown in the gure on the right, the
phase fronts of a wave Ei incident at an
angle, can also be represented by a wave
Eie
ikxx at normal incidence. By substi-












where k′x determines the angle of incidence
4.2.7.3 Mode breakdown in regions with dierent index of refraction
This approach[97] is very similar to the eective index approximation, but
instead we calculate the facet reectivity by breaking down the calculation into two
separate sums. One for each of the regions depicted in 4.14b. For the mode in
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of the (a) eective index approximation and (b) mode
breakdown into cladding and active region.
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the cladding region we will calculate the reection coecient r using nc as the bulk
index and for the active region mode we will calculate r using na as the bulk index.



















where rc, ra are the reection coecients at various angles for the cladding and
the active region
Eic, Eia are the electric elds in the cladding and active regions as shown
in gure 3.14b
This approach is more accurate than the eective index approach in section (4.2.7.1),
since it calculates the reection of each region based on their actual indices, how-
ever there are two main disadvantages that make this approach more calculation
intensive. First we have to compute the Fourier transform of two functions Eic and
Eia instead of one. But most importantly, because both functions have very sharp
features at the cladding-active interface as shown in 4.14b, where the eld jumps
to zero, the angular decomposition of each eld component extends to a very wide
range of kx values, requiring us to not only use higher spatial resolution in our simu-
lation, but also to integrate over a larger span of values in order to calculate Er given
by eq.(4.56). The two methods give similar results. Therefore in order to improve
the speed of our simulation, we use the eective index approach and integrate only





























































Figure 4.15: Comparison of the plane wave with the decomposed mode merit func-
tion contour
4.2.8 Simulation results
Just to get an idea on how much beam diraction aects our results, based
on Fresnel's equation (4.1), the bare facet of a 6 cascade laser with an eective
index of refraction neff = 3.46, would give us R = 30.39%. In reality the mode
shown in gure 4.10 would have R = 38.39% which gives a signicant 8 percentage
points error. Figure 4.9 shows the contour of the merit function of the device just
mentioned based on a 100 nm bandwidth centered at 3.4 µm. How dierent is that
plot from the simplied plane wave case? A quick glance at Figure 4.15 will answer
that question. We observe a signicant change in the coating design by about 20nm
for the inner layer and more than 60 nm for the outer layer. The requirement for a
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Plane Wave Decomposition (PWD)
Standard Plane Wave 
Reflectivity not accounting PWD
Beam diffraction consideration
Figure 4.16: Comparison plot of the (dashed) modal reectivity, (solid) plane wave
reectivity, (dotted) not accounting for plane wave decomposition.
low reectivity coating used in an external cavity conguration is R < 10−4. Based
on that contour plot, the traditional plane wave approach does not even get us close.
How far it would actually get us is shown in gure 4.16 . The solid line shows the
spectrum of a coating designed for a plane wave at 3.4 µm. The dashed line shows
the spectrum of a coating designed for a 1.95 µm mode at the same wavelength.
As we would have expected, the plane wave has lower reectivity than a diracting
mode. It is important to emphasize that those two plots are products of dierent
coating designs and that is why they both work. If we had not accounted for the
beam diraction and for example used the coating solution located on the lower left
side of gure 4.15 for the 1.95µm wide beam, then we would get the dotted spectral
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line, shown at the top of the gure, which would give us R ∼ 5 · 10−3. That leads to
a much higher reectivity than the one desired for an application like an external
cavity laser.
4.3 Fabrication of IC-AR coatings
After having studied the fundamental theory behind the design of low reec-
tivity AR coatings and having created the tools that enable us to do that accurately
and quickly, we have reached the point were we need to try out our designs and test
their viability. In summary, the process ow that we follow can be represented by
the following steps:
• Mode calculation and neff determination for devices of various width, cascade
number, epi structure.
• Calculation and design of an AR coating with specic performance character-
istics like wavelength of operation and bandwidth at a nominal reectivity.
• neff and the coating bandwidth will determine the type of materials we are
looking for our coating (see g.4.6).
• Using table 4.4, as well as other resources, we identify candidate materials for
e-beam evaporation
• Test of the evaporation process and lm quality on test substrates.
• Index measurement of evaporated lms using in-situ ellipsometry
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• Decide on one material system and proceed with AR coating evaporation on
actual device using reectometry.
• Characterization of the IC laser device
The rst four process steps are done sitting in front of a computer. The last four
require experimental eort.
As we saw in the previous section a typical number for neff is 3.457. Our
starting point for materials is dictated by (4.49). Therefore the ideal material system
would be (HL)= 2.53/1.36. A rst glance will show that ZnSe/MgF2matches very
well the index criterion. However calibration growth runs on MgF2 showed that
without the use of ion assisted deposition, which is a method to grow high packing
density lms by ion bombardment during the growth, the lms are porous having
a tendency to absorb humidity once outside the chamber. This leads to a change
in the nominal refractive index of the material, but most importantly the lm has
transient properties which have a devastating eect in the lifetime and reliability
of the coating. The next group of potential candidates for the second material
are SiO2, CaF2 and BaF2 with indices 1.48, 1.42, 1.46 correspondingly. CaF2 and
BaF2 show similar behavior to MgF2, therefore we decided to go ahead with SiO2
because it is a material we have worked with in the past, but also SiO2 oers the
possibility of densifying the lm by performing growth in an atmosphere of O2 by
either evaporating in low vacuum (∼ 10−4 − 10−5), or evacuating down to < 10−6
and evaporating in a partial pressure of O2 ∼ 10−5 maintained through the use of
a gas ow controller. Once again according to (4.49), after having decided that the
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low index material we are going to be using is SiO2, the high index material should
have n = 2.33. ZnS is our material of choice. Regarding the porosity of the inner
material, we have less of a concern since that layer will be passivated by the outer
SiO2 layer. Although ZnS is a soft material and does not produce scratch resistant
coatings, it is very easy to evaporate.
4.3.1 E-beam evaporation facility
Figure 4.17 shows a diagram of the e-beam system we used for our AR coat-
ings. It is a conventional e-beam system comprised of an e-gun that accelerates
thermionic electrons under high voltage onto our target material sitting inside a
crucible. After preconditioning of the melted material we are ready to start evap-
orating as soon as we open the shutter. Preconditioning is an essential step if we
want to avoid uctuations in the evaporation rate and spitting, which occurs due
to violent outgassing of the material, that will reduce the quality of our lm. The
evaporated material starts forming a thin lm, like boiling water on a lid, on the
test sample or the laser device of interest sitting opposite to the target material.
The chamber is evacuated using a turbomolecular pump backed by a rotary me-
chanical pump. The chamber is equipped with a crystal monitor for approximate
thickness measurement, and has an inlet for gas ow control. A heating element
on the back of our sample can increase the temperature of the sample for improved
deposition conditions. The most prominent feature of this system however is an


























Figure 4.17: E-beam evaporation facility equipped with and in-situ ellipsometer/re-
ectometer.
accuracy. As shown in gure 4.9 a coating of R < 10−4 requires lms grown with
< 10 nm accuracy. That cannot be achieved by using a crystal monitor alone. All
these deposition controls as well as the ellipsometry/reectometry parameters are
monitored through a computer system.
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4.3.2 Ellipsometry
Ellipsometry is one of the most accurate ways to determine the thickness and
the index of a thin lm. A rotating analyzer ellipsometric setup in principle is very
similar to the ellipsometer shown in gure 4.17 and includes only the components
that cross the light's path.
In detail it comprises of a non or circularly polarized collimated light source,
a motorized polarizer, a mount where our lm sample is placed, a rotating analyzer
(analyzer = polarizer) and a detector. The purpose of the irises is to maintain the
axis of the light. Every time a new sample is mounted on the sample holder, we
perform an alignment step in order to align the optical axis of the reected light
with the irises. The wavelength of light we use on our e-beam system is 1.31 µm,
however our tabletop ellipsometer is a multiwavelength ellipsometer. Please note
that the wavelength we use during the ellipsometric measurement has nothing to do
with the wavelength of operation of our laser. The wavelength of operation of the
ellipsometer determines the material properties at that wavelength only. The lm
thickness is not a material property and therefore its value is unaected by the type
of light source we use. The index however might change based on material disper-
sion. Therefore it is advisable to operate the ellipsometer near the wavelength of
interest. Multiwavelength ellipsometers oer the exibility to determine the mate-
rial index over a wide spectral range. Typically gas lamps (eg.Xenon) with discreet
spectral lines can be used. By tting the index spectrum, that we measure with the











































+ · · · (4.60)
or the Sellmeier equation which models more accurately the refractive index:













we can obtain index values at our wavelength of interest. Recently, since there has
been increased interest in the mid-IR and far-IR, commercial ellipsometers have
been developed operating in that wavelength range. Since we did not have access to
mid-IR ellipsometers, we performed our index measurement with a multiwavelength
ellipsometer operating in the visible range. According to the Cauchy equation (4.60)
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and as long as the material of interest does not have any absorption resonance peaks,
which is not quite true for SiO2 in the 3.4µm range, the ratio |dn/dλ| becomes smaller
at longer wavelengths. Therefore we can more accurately extrapolate in the mid-IR
since there is less dispersion. Figure 4.18 shows how much tolerance we have in the
refractive index of our grown material assuming the coating thickness is precisely
grown. Index precision of < 0.05 for the inner layer and < 0.02 for the outer layer
is necessary. Those lax requirements become more stringent at shorter wavelength
of operation. At mid-IR due to the long wavelength we benet in terms of large
lm tolerances, but we suer from thick coating lms that are more susceptible to
stress, manifesting in lm delamination. Using our ellipsometer we have been able
to obtain the index of ZnS at 3.4µm with a 0.02 error and SiO2 with < 0.001 error.
The refractive index spectrum of both ZnS and SiO2 is illustrated in gure 4.19.
It is obvious that material dispersion has a smaller eect in the mid-IR. For more
information on the theory of ellipsometry please refer to appendix C.
4.3.3 Film growth based on reectometry
After calibrating the polarizer and analyzer azimuths, its time to grow the
coating lm. For monitoring the growth of the lm we have chosen to use a re-
ectometric approach instead due to its simplicity. According to this method we
monitor the reected light intensity of either the s or the p polarization without
the use of a rotating analyzer. Since our incident polarization is perfectly TE(s)
or TM(p) and our e-beam grown lms are considered to exhibit little or no bire-
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Spectrum of the effective index
Figure 4.19: Refractive index spectrum of ZnS and SiO2.
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Figure 4.20: Reected power dependence on lm thickness.
fringence, the reected light maintains its linear polarization. Therefore assuming
we have already determined the coating material indices, equation (4.42) can pro-
vide a relation between the grown lm thickness and reected power. Figure 4.20
illustrates that relation. During the evaporation process we constantly monitor the
reected power. As soon as it reaches the desired number, in our case 54.51%, it is
time to change the target material from ZnS to SiO2. We resume the evaporation
process until we nally reach our goal of 38.8%. One important thing to note, is
that this method provides very good thickness precision when the power slope is
high. We can see that especially for the SiO2 cycle that works out very well. In case
the process interruption needs to happen on a local extremum we can change the
monitor wavelength if necessary.
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Threshold shift of a single facet coated M656
Device Characteristics:
Length : 1 mm
Width : 9 μm
Temp : -20 C
I   uncoated : 110 mA





Figure 4.21: IL measurement comparison of a coated and an uncoated laser device.
Once the laser device is out of the chamber it is ready to be tested. The rst
manifestation of low reectivity coating is in the operating threshold shift. Figure
4.21 shows the IL measurement of an IC laser before and after dielectric coating
deposition. This shift is a measure of the coating quality. As we saw in chapter 2
in eq.(2.25):








where JT is much larger than the transparency current density according to the
assumption we made right after eq.(2.25). From length dependence measurements
we have extracted the parameter JT ≈ 500A/cm2. If Jth,c, Jth,un,R2,c, R2,un are the
threshold current densities and facet reectivity for the coated and uncoated facet,
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Using the parameters at the gure inset and a bare facet reectivity R1 = 30%, we
obtain a coating reectivity of:
R2,c = 3.4 · 10−5 (4.64)
This result is very encouraging and allows us to proceed to the next step of our work
which is to build an external cavity laser.
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Chapter 5
Interband cascade external cavity
lasers
5.1 Introduction
In the past two chapters we analyzed in detail the fabrication process for
making interband cascade lasers which are then AR coated to suppress the Fabry
Perot modes of the chip cavity. In order to achieve tunability we need to introduce
a wavelength selective element in the optical cavity. An external diraction grating
can be used to provide the wavelength selection and to extend the laser cavity
outside of the gain medium dened by the laser chip. In order for a chip mounted in
an external cavity to lase, it has to overcome the cavity losses. The wavelength with
minimal cavity losses will dene the output wavelength of the laser. In this chapter
we are rst going to present the fundamental grating theory and then discuss the
principles of operation of an external cavity laser.
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5.2 Diraction gratings
5.2.1 Slits, gratings, blazing
A diraction grating[98] can be described as an ordered collection of single
slits. In a similar fashion a single slit can be divided into a large amount of sub-
slits. A slit divided into sub-slits is illustrated in gure 5.1.a. Each arrow in the
gure illustrates the electric eld for each corresponding sub-slit. Assuming that
a plane wave is coming out of the slit, each sub-slit would be represented by an
electric eld phasor, all of which are in phase along the slit. If we consider that
point A is far, so that R >> 0 and ϕ → 0, R can be assumed the same for every
sub-slit and therefore the resulting electric eld in A, given by the vectorial sum of
the eld phasors, is now the same as the scalar sum, as shown on the right side of
gure 5.1.a, since A is laying on the perpendicular bisector of the slit. Figure 5.1.b
is simply a rotation of gure 5.1.a. The idea here is to show how the electric eld
changes with varying angle when we have a plane wave emerging from the slit. This
could happen by either back illuminating the slit or illuminating from the front from
point A. From the gure we see that depending on the angles, with respect to the
slit, of points B and C we can determine the curvature of the arc dened by the
eld phasors. The constituent phasors for A, B, and C are the phasors along the
a, b and c wavefronts correspondingly. The vector sum
⇀
E0 will dene the electric
eld. In the special case where the phasors go on a half-circle, the phase dierence
between one edge of the slit and the other edge is π.
Figure 5.1 shows the eect of a slit on the electric eld. As we know this eect
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Figure 5.2: Important cases of stacked slits (Grating).
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is called diraction. What happens if we stack multiple slits one next to the other?
Figure 5.2 illustrates four important cases. First 5.2.a shows what happens when
we put two slits one next to the other. As we can see from the gure the electric
eld is enhanced constructively at point A, however as we are moving away from A
the eld is starting to weaken until each slit destructively cancels itself at point B
and C. The more slits we add the stronger the eld is at A, while the eld at B and
C remains innitesimally small because all slits cancel each other as shown in 5.2.b.
This case is a degenerate case, also known as a mirror or a big hole. When we have
a large number of slits all we get is light at point A, thus all diraction eects are
wiped out.
In order to promote the diracted orders we introduce a phase lag between
slits. One way to do this is by blocking every second slit as illustrated in 5.2.c.
As we can see in the phasor diagram this phase lag can be adjusted so that each
slit constructively interferes with its neighbors so that we get pronounced diracted
orders. However those orders have less intensity than the zeroth order at point A,
due to the curvature of the vectorial sum. Another issue is that due to the fact that
we block half the slits, we lose light.
One way to promote the diracted orders without losing light is by causing
the appropriate phase delay by placing the slits in a staircase fashion as shown in
gure 5.2.d. In the case illustrated the slit step is λ. This conguration provides an
even more pronounced diracted order, not only because every slit is now radiating
light, but also because only one wavelength λ can reach A in phase without being




Figure 5.3: Blazed grating diagram.
ity depending on the step size of the staircase and maximum eciency since our
diracted order is now a scalar sum of the electric eld. The angle ϑ relates to the
path dierence d illustrated in the gure, and it is the phase dierence between the
rst phasors of each slit. So in summary each phasor arc curvature depends on the
relative angle of each slit, and the phase dierence of each rst phasor depends on
the phase dierence of each rst sub-slit at the direction of interest.
Although we are not very familiar with the grating conguration as it was
presented in gure 5.2.d, we soon realize that if we tilt the staircase grating as
shown in gure 5.3, we obtain the familiar blazed diraction grating. The purpose
of this brief introduction to diraction gratings was to appreciate the blazing eect of
a diraction grating. The angle α is called blaze angle and in combination with the
grating pitch (period), determines the diraction characteristics of the grating. The
pitch is the most critical parameter for a grating and it governs the diraction angle
for a given wavelength. As we discussed earlier depending on our observation angle,
the corresponding phasors along each slit will have a linear variation in phase, the
vectorial sum of which is represented by an arc as introduced in gures 5.1 and 5.2.
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The arc curvature can be compensated by rotating each slit (blazing) appropriately,
so that the eld is in phase in the direction of interest and therefore the phasor arc
becomes a straight line. This condition will yield the highest electric eld, therefore
depending on the application we can design the grating in order to achieve maximum
eciency at the angle and wavelength of preference.
For example in the case of a retroreecting wave λ, incident on the grating
with pitch D and blaze angle α, the maximum eciency will be achieved at an angle
φ given by:
2D sinφ = λ (5.1)
where φ = α. This occurs when incident light is normal to each slit, so that all pha-
sors align, but at an angle a with respect to the grating. This grating conguration
is named Littrow conguration after its inventor and its an important specication
parameter dening the blaze wavelength of a grating. We need to point out that in
this case, the separation of the slits along the axis perpendicular to the slit is λ/2,
not λ as shown in gure 5.2.d. The reason for that is because during our grating
study we assumed that light is coherently generated on the slit surface, so all light
is in phase. On the other hand, when light is incident on the grating any potential
phase delays among the slits has to be accounted for. That is why in this case we
get constructive interference only when the separation is λ/2, so that light travels a
distance λ when it goes on a full round trip rather than a one way trip.
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5.2.2 Grating resolution, resolving power
Resolution and resolving power are two terms that are used to describe the
ability to distinguish between adjacent components in a spectrum. The resolution of
a grating is the smallest change of wavelength that we can resolve while the resolving
power is the ratio between the wavelength resolution and the wavelength of interest.
Looking back at gure 5.2.a, we see that for two slits , in order to resolve light at
point A, we need to estimate at which angle corresponding to ∆λ the electric eld
goes to zero. Apparently that point is B which corresponds to λ/2 since the phasors
are in a semicircle. Therefore ∆λ = λ/2. For N = 3, the electric eld would go to
zero at 2/3 of the angle of point B, as shown in 5.2.b, so ∆λ = λ/3. For N number
of slits, the resolving angle drops proportionally, therefore ∆λ = λ/N . λ/∆λ is





In other words, the bigger the grating, the better. Of course grating size does not
matter if we only illuminate a part of the grating. The resolving power is a very
important parameter in high resolution spectrometry.
5.3 External cavity congurations
5.3.1 Littrow vs Littman
Now we are going to talk about building an external cavity conguration for











































Main external cavity configurations
Figure 5.4: External cavity types. (a) Littrow. (b) Littman.
100, 101] conguration where a grating is retroreecting light coming out of an AR
coated laser facet, as shown in gure 5.4.a., and the Littman[102, 103] conguration
where the grating is xed at grazing incidence and the light is being retroreected
using a mirror across from the grating, allowing a double passing of the light on
the grating, as shown in gure 5.4.b. Tuning for the Littrow conguration is done
by rotating the grating, while for the Littman conguration tuning is achieved by
rotating the mirror. After a simple grating analysis, we can derive the characteristic














where λ is the wavelength of interest
d is the grating pitch
m is the grating order of interest (typically 1st order)
θ0 is the angle of incidence on the grating
There are some advantages to the Littman conguration. First, according to the
equations above, for the same angular spread dθ0, dλ is half for the Littman con-
guration. Why is this important? dλ will determine the nesse of our cavity. It
arises from the angular spread dθ0 of the collimated beam due to diraction, even
though the spot size is at the mm scale. Using simple Gaussian optics we derive





where ∆θ is the full diraction angle of the collimated beam
w is the beam waist (mode radius at the laser facet)
f is the focal distance of the objective lens
By substituting eq.(5.5) into eqs.(5.3) and (5.4), we obtain the following equations









However in order to have such ∆λ, it needs to be resolved according to the grating











Figure 5.5: Filtering of the FP modes on a Littrow IC ECDL.
comes into play. As mentioned earlier, this conguration allows grating illumination
at grazing incidence (∼85 ◦). That means that we can have a large number of grating
lines illuminated and have very high spectral resolution. ∆λ can also be reduced by
having a larger collimated beam. Improvements on the Littman conguration have
been proposed like introducing a double grating arrangement which further reduces
the bandwidth of the grating-mirror arrangement shown in gure 5.4.b[106]. The
third main advantage of the Littman approach is that we can HR coat the back facet
of the device and acquire the output beam from the reection mode of the grating.
That could also be done using the Littrow conguration however the output angle
would change for varying grating angle (output wavelength).
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  Li!row Li!man (grazing@60°) 
Wavelength (λ)(μm) 3.8 FSR = 1.44 Å FSR = 0.72 Å 
Gra"ng pitch (d)(μm) 5 Δλ = 3.96 Å Δλ = 2.08 Å 
Mode size/2 (w)(μm) 1 Δλ  = 7.53 Å Δλ  = 3.96 Å 
Li!row angle 18°   
Obj. Foc. Dist.(f)(mm) 24   
 
  Li!row Li!man (grazing@85°) 
Wavelength (λ)(μm) 0.83 FSR = 0.069 Å FSR = 0.034 Å 
Gra"ng pitch (d)(μm) 0.56 Δλ = 1.16 Å Δλ = 0.106 Å 
Mode size/2 (w)(μm) 0.22 Δλ  = 0.84 Å Δλ  = 0.077 Å 
Li!row angle 18°   
Obj. Foc. Dist.(f)(mm) 2   
 




Table 5.1: Comparison of the Littrow and Littman conguration at 3.8 µm and 830
nm.
5.3.2 Single mode operation
In order to get single mode operation we need to provide gain only in a single
resonant mode of the cavity. Typically in Fabry-Perot (FP) lasers the free spectral
range (FSR), determined by the cleaved facets of the chip, is much smaller than the





where neff is the eective index of the waveguide
L is the length of the cavity
,
is 1 nm, which is much smaller than the gain bandwidth[107, 108] which is of the
order of 200-300 nm near RT. Therefore, in a typical Fabry-Perot laser, we get
multimode lasing and mode hopping. In order to obtain single mode operation we
need to introduce a narrow bandpass lter to allow only the desired mode to lase.
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The role of the lter is performed by the grating and for single mode operation it
has to oer a narrow bandwidth compared to the FSR of the cavity. The external
cavity we are trying to build would have a typical length of 5 cm, so the new FSR
= 1.44 Å. According to the parameters in table 5.1, for a 3.8 µm IC ECDL we get
a ∆λ = 3.96 Å due to beam diraction and 7.53 Å due to the grating resolution
which is the dominant contribution to the wavelength linewidth. The spectrum of
this bandpass lter is shown in gure 5.5 where even with Littrow conguration we
can potentially get single mode operation, if we manage to get a cavity as short as
5 cm.
By looking closely at the table 5.1, we can see that there seems to be a very
small benet of the Littman conguration. The reason for that is the relatively
small grazing angle (60 ◦). In the case of long wavelength lasers the diraction
angular spread ∆θ is very signicant for tight beams (eg. 2 mm). On the other
hand wide beams (24 mm) at grazing incidence ∼85 ◦ would require a grating as
big as 27.5 cm, which would dramatically increase our cavity length and therefore
reduce the FSR. The improvement of the Littman conguration is very obvious in
shorter wavelength lasers. Contrary to the longer wavelength lasers, the dominant
cause of wavelength spreading is coming from the beam diraction, as shown in
the 830 nm example in table 5.1. By doing a simple calculation and assuming that
the mode size scales with the wavelength, we see that a 2 mm wide beam gets a
tenfold improvement when Littman is implemented, while for our ICL cavity the
improvement is almost fully compensated by the cavity length increase. The reason
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Figure 5.6: External cavity experimental setup.
signicantly increasing the cavity length due to the fact that we can have a narrow
beam (eg. 2 mm) without signicant angular spread.
5.4 Tunability demonstration in the Mid-IR
External cavity diode lasers have been around for several years. The rst
demonstration of an external cavity laser was made with an external Fabry-Perot
etalon. It done by Crowe et al.[109] in 1964. Since then there has been extensive re-
search and widespread use in applications that require a tunable semiconductor light
source. Applications like spectroscopy, atomic physics and most recently telecom-
munications, have been mostly based on established InP and GaAs technology. The
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development of ecient light sources in the mid and far-IR in the late 90s, which
later led to high power CW room temperature light sources[5, 37, 23] in the early
2000s, fueled a new interest to build external cavity lasers in those emerging wave-
length regions. In 1996, mid-IR tunability was demonstrated using InAs and GaSb
diode lasers[110]. Later with the development of the QCLs, broad[111, 112], mode
hop free[113] tunable lasers were developed. In 2007, we pioneered the development












Figure 5.7: Test Dewar schematic.
The experimental setup we used,
as illustrated in gure 5.6, is based on
a Littrow conguration. The grating
blaze angle is designed for maximum ef-
ciency, the refractive optics are CaF2
based, while in place of the objective
lens we put a reective parabolic com-
ponent in order to avoid chromatic as
well as aspheric aberrations. The lasers
we used for this experiment were two 1
mm long 18 cascade ICLs one with a 70
µm wide ridge emitting at 3.8 µm and
one with an 11 µm wide ridge emitting at 3.4 µm. Both lasers had a Y2O3 dielectric
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Figure 5.8: Demonstration of tunability for the 11 µm wide ridge laser.
AR coating at the front facet. We operated these lasers pulsed at 1.5 kHz with a
0.05% duty cycle at 230 K. In order to avoid condensation we build a water cooled
device testing Dewar shown in gure 5.7, which allows us to operate the device in
an optical setup under vacuum. As we can see from the schematic, it is hard to
access the back facet of the laser when operating inside the Dewar. Therefore in
order to tap o a portion of the light, we introduced inside the cavity a CaF2 5%
beam splitter, which directed the output light into a spectrometer for analysis. This
modication of the cavity oered a steady output beam , however it increased our
cavity length to 20 cm. The parabolic reector has a long focal distance since close
access to the laser facet is not possible due to the testing chamber's walls. In order













































Figure 5.9: LIV of the 11 µm wide external cavity laser at 230 K.
the laser beam up to 24 mm. This wide beam also minimizes the ∆θ diraction
angle spread mentioned earlier, and also illuminates a larger portion of the grating,
increasing the resolving power of the grating.
Figure 5.8 shows the results from our 11 µm wide laser. The reectivity of
the Y2O3 coating is also shown in the plot. In this rst demonstration we were
able to obtain 80 nm tuning range. The peak linewidth was 11 Å, while due to the
poor quality of the coating we see a strong ripple of 0.8 dB with a 16 Å periodicity
that matches the FSR of the chip. Figure 5.9 shows the LIV characteristics of the
laser. The threshold current density was 0.7 kA/cm2 while the output peak power
was 2 mW at 2.2 kA/cm2. Note the expected threshold current density shift from
0.82 kA/cm2 of the laser chip, when we block the grating. This power is not the
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   300nm
tunability!!!
Figure 5.10: Demonstration of a 300 nm tunability range using the 70 µm ridge
laser.
maximum output power since the device was operating far from the thermal roll-o
point. It is expected that this power can be further optimized by adjusting the
cavity losses and the length of the laser chip.
In order to improve the coupling eciency we attempted to build an exter-
nal cavity with a 70 µm wide ridge laser. This improved signicantly our tuning
range. Figure 5.10 demonstrates a broad tunability of 300 nm (208 cm−1). To get
a sense of how broad this tuning range is, we are going to compare our results with
reported tunable quantum cascade laser results at 8.4 µm which gave a range of 150
cm−1[115]. The FWHM of the laser linewidth was measured to be 35 Å (2.4cm−1).
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This linewidth indicates that the laser is not operating in a single longitudinal mode
since it is much broader than the FSR of the external cavity (0.361 Å). The main
reason why we got such broad linewidth is because the fast (epi-growth) axis of
the laser was parallel to the grating grooves. This means that we illuminated the
grating along the slow axis which results in reduced grating coverage and stronger
diraction induced angular spread eect on the collimated beam. According to 5.6
the linewidth for a Gaussian beam should have been 138 Å, however due to the
higher transverse orders, diraction resulted in larger diameter for the collimated
beam. However the quality of the coating of the 70 µm device is much improved over
the 11 µm device. That is obvious when one looks at the envelope of output power
vs wavelength, which shows a very small ripple of 0.025dB, this was obtained by
measuring the power output of the external cavity laser, while scanning the grating




Right below we summarize some of the challenges we had to overcome in the
development process as well as present a future direction for this project in order to
achieve higher power, room temperature, CW tunable light sources.
6.1 Improvements in fabrication and quantum de-
sign
In chapter 3 we went through the steps we took to improve the laser per-
formance by altering the laser design and optimizing the fabrication process. Key
challenges and conclusions are highlighted as well as a discussion on new steps we
will be undertaking for further improvement of the device performance of this new
material system based lasers:
• The waveguide surface roughness is very important. We know about the qual-
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ity of our waveguide when we do a length dependence analysis with a large
statistical sample. High quality waveguides will give a very small performance
spread.
• One challenging characteristic of those lasers is their shorting after operating
or being annealed at high current or high temperature. The physical process
that is responsible for this is still unknown to us, but a key demonstration
showed that devices that turned Ohmic after being operated at high current,
recovered after we cleaved out their facets. This does not hold for annealed
devices which were not able to recover.
• Increasing the lower cladding thickness to 4 µm was very critical in reduc-
ing the substrate leakage loss. Increased upper cladding thickness seemed to
reduce the internal loss ai due to reduced absorption at the metal contact,
however the internal quantum eciency seems to be higher due to increased
upper cladding thickness. The benets of having a thin upper cladding seem
to win over the thick upper cladding design, so we are currently looking into
new designs that feature thinner upper cladding thickness.
• We analyzed the benecial eect of compensation doping the GaSb SCH with
Te. This resulted in reduced ai due to reduced IVBT, however the same cannot
be said for the p-type doping in the active region which did not seem to aect
neither the internal loss ai nor the threshold current density Jth
• We tested the eect of reducing the number of cascades, which showed no
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signicant improvement in the ai as well as the Jth. That is why in an attempt
to further reduce Jth we are trying to further increase the connement factor
Γ. We are currently investigating new quantum well designs that have shorter
injection regions and VVV type active regions.
• The importance of improving the heat design of the laser is also key. Our
threshold current density is still larger than the state of the art ICLs made at
the Naval research laboratory[39]. We think that better heat management is
necessary for high power ICLs as well as broad area lasers.
• In an ongoing attempt to study the thermal and temperature behavior of the
ICLs we presented evidence that there is no temperature dependence of the
internal loss[116] in the 240-300 K temperature range. Our results contradict
the recent results of Soibel and Kim et al.[108, 77]
• Finally we need to gure out the cause of the high temperature ohmic behavior
of the lasers, since it is essential to be able to perform robust Au/Sn epi down
mounting.
6.2 Improvements on the External cavity congu-
ration
Additionally to the device improvement we are also focused on the external
cavity conguration. Currently there are three external cavity improvements we are
working on in order to obtain single mode operation.
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• First we need to align the laser along the fast axis (rotate by 90 ◦) with the
grating, in order to get better grating linewidth as mentioned in chapter 5.
• However, the grating eciency is much higher when the electric eld is per-
pendicular to the grooves rather than parallel to them. On the other hand
the intrinsic laser polarization is TE for the ICLs. Therefore when the laser
is aligned along the fast axis, the electric eld is parallel to the grooves and
thus low grating feedback is expected. In order to compensate for that, an
extra half-wave plate can be inserted in the cavity in between the grating and
the collimating lens. This technique has been successfully demonstrated on
GaAs lasers[117]. The waveplate enhancement is the second proposed cavity
improvement, but requires expensive mid-IR waveplates.
• Third we need to signicantly reduce the cavity length. From our calculations
we do not anticipate signicant improvement if we choose the Littman cong-
uration, however with the Littman conguration we can get a steady output
beam from the reected order of the grating, while in the Littrow congura-
tion we would have to acquire access to the back facet of the laser, which is
not very easy, especially if operating below the dew point temperature.
6.3 Coating development
AR coating development was also necessary for this application. Although the
coating technology is not new, there are some new challenges that had to be met at
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this new wavelength range.
• The rst main challenge was to nd the right materials that could create broad
AR coatings at the wavelength of interest, while matching the eective index
neff of our waveguide.
• The second main challenge comes from the fact that AR coatings are thicker
proportionally to their wavelength. That creates delamination and reliability
issues due to lm stress. This is mainly dealt by evaporating dielectrics that
stick well to each other, or by evaporating thin dielectrics between layers with
high sticking properties.
• The third main problem is the degradation of the dielectric coating due to the
high porosity of the e-beam evaporated lms. Ion assisted deposition can be
used to solve that problem.
6.4 Future work and nal remarks
Throughout this project, the results we were able to demonstrate, show a big
promise in the eld of Mid-IR spectroscopy. In order for this tunable laser system
to have a large commercial impact, important performance improvements need to
take place. Our group has already started working towards the improvement of the
device eciency and power output. That can be realized by further reducing Jth
by increasing the connement factor Γ through new quantum well designs featuring
shorter injection regions and VVV type active regions. The modal behavior of
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the laser needs to be improved by designing single mode waveguides. This can be
achieved by reducing the large index step between the ridge and free space, using
shallow waveguide trenches, as well as further improving the sidewall roughness in
order to further reduce the ridge width. Single mode laser chips would also allow us
to implement low reectivity angled facet devices which do not suer from lifetime
reliability issues. Thermal resistance needs to be further improved so that we can
get signicant improvement when mounting the devices epi-side down, so that ICLs
can be used in high power military applications.
Mid-IR lasers are going to have enormous civilian and military application
potential, however their main impact will be in broad tunable light sources for
spectroscopy and gas sensing. With their mid-IR emission wavelength they can be
used for the detection of methane, ethane, hydrogen chloride, formaldehyde, hydro-
gen sulde, nitrous oxide, and carbon monoxide and dioxide, which all have strong
absorption lines between 3.3 and 4.6 µm. Methane is the primary component of
natural gas, and a room-temperature laser with a narrow emission prole could
provide the key component in a methane detector. Similar instruments could map
out the distribution of this potent greenhouse gas in the Earth's atmosphere. Al-
though solid-state parametric sources exist, their usefulness is limited by high cost
and with some having cryogenic cooling requirements. New low cost semiconductor
light sources have been developed based on novel type-II interband cascade diode
laser design. We have used interband cascade lasers to design and produce the rst
interband cascade tunable external cavity laser with a broad tuning range of 300 nm.
Our pulsed tunable light source has produced more than 2 mW of peak power at
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3.4 and 3.8 µm. This long goal required successful design and fabrication of reliable
ecient devices, low reectivity AR coatings, and optical alignment which can be
challenging at this invisible wavelength.
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Appendix A
Fresnel reectivity of a plane wave
on a multilayer surface
The following Matlab program evaluates the reection and transmission coef-
cient of a multilayered dielectric lm:
function [r,t] = ref_trans(TEH,kz,k0,n_s,n_c,d_c,n_a)
% ref_trans gives the reflectivity r = E_r/E_i and transmitivity t = E_t/E_i
% of a plane wave incident at angle determined by atan(kz/(n_s*k0)) from a
% substrate of index n_s at given coating with index matrix n_c and
% thickness matrix d_c. n_a is the ambient index.
%
% Syntax:
% [r,t] = ref_trans(TEH, kz, k0, n_s, n_c, d_c, n_a)
%
% TEH = 'TE' or 'TM' for TE or TM mode calculation
% kz = the kz propagation wavenumber inside the substrate
% k0 = the free space wavenumber
% n_s = kz/k0 the substrate index of refraction
% n_c = the index of refraction matrix of each coating layer. n_c(1) is
% right next to the substrate and n_c(length(n_c)) is next to the
% ambient environment
% d_c = the thickness matrix of each coating layer. Similarly d_c(1)
% refers to the layer right next to the substrate and
% d_c(length(d_c) refers to the layer right before the ambient
% medium







kx2 = n_s^2*k0^2-kz^2; %square value of kx which is the same for all layers
kz_c = sqrt(n_c.^2*k0^2-kx2); %kz value for each layer






Q_s = [1 1; q_s -q_s];
Q_s_inv=1/(2*q_s)*[q_s 1; q_s -1];





Q_s = [1/q_s 1/q_s; 1 -1];
Q_s_inv=q_s/2*[1 1/q_s;1 -1/q_s];




for del = 1:length_d_c
M(:,:,del) = [cos(kz_c(del)*d_c(del)) i/q(del)*sin(kz_c(del)*d_c(del));...
i*q(del)*sin(kz_c(del)*d_c(del)) cos(kz_c(del)*d_c(del))];
end








Interband cascade laser fabrication
process
This is the mail recipe for the fabrication of ridge interband cascade lasers:










−r i n s e with acetone methanol IPA and blowdry or
− I f mask i s d i r ty , b o i l with acetone at 80C
f o r 10mins and then r i n s e with methanol and
i sopropano l and blowdry
−Clean chuck f o r sp inner
−Mix deve loper (AZ400K : DI=1:4=20ml :80ml )
−Mix wet etchant (30ml H3PO4, 30ml H2O2, 90ml DI ,
5 gr t a r t a r i c ac id powder )
−Remember to l eave s o l u t i o n f o r 30mins
( s o l u t i o n i s good f o r 5hours )
−etch ra t e ~65A/ sec
−Spin coat AZ5214E @4000rpm f o r 40 s
−So f t bake f o r 1min@90−95C
−Expose at 365nm(Ch . 1 ) f o r 8 s
−Develop sample f o r about 20−25 s e c s
−Hard bake @120−125C f o r 1min
−Wet etch
−There i s no etch stop l ay e r so the r i dg e depth w i l l
be determined by the etch time , a l s o e t ch ing i s
i s o t r o p i c e t ch ing f o r about 7mins and 15 s e c s w i l l
r e s u l t in a r i dg e about 4 .2um deep
−r i n s e with DI
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−Blowdry
−Remove PR with so l v en t cy c l e
( acetone−>methanol−>IPA−>blowdry )
−Check under microscope
Take sample c l ean and without any pho t o r e s i s t to the OXFORD
PECVD machine Set parameters f o r SiN@200C . The growth should
be around 10nm/min .
−Grow 4000A o f SiN in 40 mins .
After growing 4000A o f SiN , we need to pattern the
d i e l e c t r i c opening . AZ5214E w i l l not do the job in t h i s
case , because the r i d g e s are so deep that we don ' t get
f u l l coverage at the co rne r s r e s u l t i n g to cur rent l eakage
paths . For that purpose we use SPR220−7
The proce s s f o r the SPR 220−7 i s the f o l l ow i n g :
−Set the hotp la t e at 105C
−Spin coat HDMS @3300rpm f o r 40 s
−Spin coat SPR220−7 ramping to 6000rpm f o r 60 s
−proximity bake , by p l a c ing wafer on two Q−t i p wooden
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s t i c k s f o r 60 s on 105C
−remove the wooden s t i c k s and bake f o r 90 s at 105C
−Expose the d i e l e c t r i c opening pattern f o r 17 .5 s at Ch. 1
−Wait f o r 45mins−1h f o r the PR to do i t s th ing
( post exposure bake not nece s sa ry )
−develop f o r 90 s in 352 non d i l u t ed deve lopper .
−r i n s e
−blow dry
Use RIE f o r e t ch ing the SiN d i e l e c t r i c opening
−RIE with SF6=40, O2=10, p r e s su r e =150 , power=100mW
−etch f o r 70 s
−a f t e r i n sp e c t i on and making sure the openings are n i c e and
open , remove PR with standard so l v en t cy c l e and blow dry .
Once the dev i ce i s c l ean and have the openings i t s time f o r
l i f t −o f f pa t t e rn ing For l i f t −o f f pa t t e rn ing use the image
r e v e r s a l p roc e s s which c r e a t e s undercut which i s good metal
l i f t o f f .
−Spin coat PR ( remember to use HMDS @3300rpm f o r 40 s )
−s o f t bake @90C
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−expose the metal mask f o r 8 s e c s
( remember the image r e v e r s a l c r e a t e s a negat ive image )
−hard bake @120C
−f l o od expose without mask at s o f t contact f o r 15 s e c s
−develop f o r 20 s (maybe 40 s ) ( i n sp e c t whi l e deve lop ing )
−Check under microscope
E−beam metal d epo s i t i on
−Before metal d epo s i t i on you need to make sure that the re
are no ox ide s on the contact i n t e r f a c e . There fore you
immerse in a HCl :H2O=1:10 s o l u t i o n f o r 30 s e c s
−r i n s e f o r 30 s e c s −ebeam depos i t Ti/Au (500A/3500A)
−After top contact evaporat ion , immerse the sample in acetone
−Clean with methanol , i s op ropano l and blow dry
Mount the l a s e r f a c e down on a g l a s s s l i d e f o r p o l i s h i n g
−Get a hotp la t e at 160C
−Clean a smal l square g l a s s s l i d e with acetone , methanol ,
i s op ropano l and blow dry
−p lace the g l a s s s l i d e on the hotp la t e
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−Use wax that i s acetone d i s s o l v a b l e and p lace the wafer
on the g l a s s s l i d e f a c e down .
−Make sure the sample i s complete ly p a r a l l e l to the
g l a s s s l i d e
−Mount the sample on a po l i s h i n g j i g ensur ing that the
sample i s complete ly on the same plane as the po l i s h i n g paper .
−Thin the wafer down to about 160um (140um actua l th i cknes s ,
~20um i s the wax th i ckne s s in between the wafer and the




In this appendix we present the fundamental theory of ellipsometry used for our
lm characterization in section 4.3.2. Preceding any index measurement, the exact
position of the azimuth angle of the polarizer and the analyzer, in reference to the
plane of incidence, must be measured. Assuming that this has already been done for
us, and that by convention the 0◦ corresponds to the p-polarization, we can calculate
the light power that reaches the detector, after having reected from the sample's
surface, based on the P and A angles of the polarizer and the analyzer. Considering
two main axes, one parallel to the plane of incidence (p) and one perpendicular (s),











The projection of Er on the axis of the analyzer is:
Ea = [ cosA sinA ]Er (C.3)






Ea is the amplitude on the output of the analyzer. Its direction is determined
by the analyzer, and that is why we treat it as scalar. The light intensity captured
by the power detector is:
I(A,P ) = |Eo|2 (C.5)




|rp|2 − |rs|2 tan2 P
|rp|2 + |rs|2 tan2 P
cos 2A+
2ℜe{r∗prs} tanP
















cos 2A+ 2 tanψ cos∆ tanP




= I0(1 + a cos 2A+ b sin 2A)
(C.8)
The analyzer rotates at 10rpm, while an encoder gives information about the
position of the analyzer. At a given polarization angle P we can obtain I(A) which
according to the quation above can give us a and b, by doing a Fourier transform.
Knowledge of a and b allows us to determine ψ and ∆ and therefore ρ. In case of a
bulk material we can just substitute the Fresnel equations 4.1 in (C.7) and solve for
the material index. In the case of a multilayer coating we would have to synthesize
a coating by calculating its reection coecients rp and rs using (4.42) and using
trial and error approach in solving equation (C.7). For that purpose we need to
have a rough layer model as a starting point for our synthesis.
As it was mentioned earlier, the polarizer and the analyzer are considered to
be aligned with the plane of incidence. That is never true at the begining when we
mount a sample, therefore we have to perform a calibration step. For example let
us assume that the analyzer angle is:
A = A0 + A
′ (C.9)
the calibration routine would allow us to determine A0 so that we can compensate
A′ in order to extract the real azimuth angle with respect to the plane of incidence.
If we substitute the equation above into (C.6), and use the following trigonometric
identities:
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cos(a+ b) = cos a cos b− sin a sin b
sin(a+ b) = sin a cos b+ cos a sin b
(C.10)
we obtain the following equation:
I = I0 (1 + (a cos 2A0 − b sin 2A0) cos 2A+ (a sin 2A0 − b cos 2A0) sin 2A) =
= I0 (1 + a
′ cos 2A+ b′ sin 2A)
(C.11)
We see exactly what we expect. The exact same result but phase shifted, based on
the following identity:
a sin x+ b cosx = c cos(x+ d) (C.12)





Assuming P is aligned, then all we have to do is set it to either 0 or π/2. This would








Like A, P also has some oset. The way to determine the P oset is through a series
of measurements. We rotate P and each time we calculate A0 using (C.13). We
do that for a group of P values around the s-polarization as well as around the p-
polarization. When a pair of P values such that Ps−Pp = 90◦ gives A0s−A0p = 90◦,
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then it means that at those particular positions the polarizer is exactly aligned at s
or p-polarization. That is how we determine the reference angles for the polarizer
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